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ALL IN THE
SAME BOAT
ROCKIN’ ON
THE SAME ROCK
GOT TO GET TOGETHER,
LOVIN’ EACH OTHER.
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— BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS (1971)
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All aboard the Welcome to Jamrock Reggae
Cruise 2018. This Zeen is your official guide to
who’s who and what’s happening on our fifth
annual seafaring excursion. The singers and
players of instruments are here—the rising stars,
the living legends, the DJs and the sound systems
too. And most important of all, the massive
and crew—that’s you. Every Jamrock Cruise is a
celebration of reggae music and culture, and of
course we’ve planned some special surprises as
we celebrate five years on the high seas. A wise
man once said, “If you snooze you lose.” If you’re
a returning Jamrocker, you already know. If this
is your first voyage, you picked a great year to
start. Keep in mind that the Jamrock Cruise is all
about positive movements. Like the song says,
we’re “All in the same boat.”
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SMOOTH
SAILING

DAMIAN
MARLEY

DAMIAN “JR. GONG” MARLEY shares his
personal highlights from the Jamrock Cruise’s first
five years.
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Since its maiden voyage in 2014, the Welcome to
Jamrock Reggae Cruise has evolved from a wild
notion to an institution. With WTJRC celebrating
its fifth anniversary this year, now seems a fitting
moment for its creator to reflect on how far the
cruise has come while charting a course for the
future. We spoke with four-time Grammy winner
Gongzilla about some of his favorite moments on
the high seas thus far, what he’s looking forward to
this year, and how the Jamrock cruise has impacted
the culture.
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Right from the start, the Jamrock Cruise
was a major event within reggae music.

moments arise, I’m very proud of how the
whole Jamrock team adapts to those kinds
of situations.

True.

Remember when it rained on the last
night of the first cruise, and everyone
went indoors?

Five years later it feels bigger than ever.
Thinking back to when you and Dan
Dalton conceived of this cruise, are you
amazed how far it has come?

Yeah, and we had this big freestyle jam for
our last two hours on the boat.
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And I gotta big up Shinehead, cause that’s
another artist that I’ve grown up on his
music.

who have never seen it before was a real
service to the culture.
I see Mighty Crown has retired as the
defending champion after three wins.
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For us to be where we are now, it’s really
What did it feel like being part of that,
something to be proud of. At the same
standing there with your brothers, with
time, it take a whole heap ah work. So as
Shinehead, with Sean Paul?
quickly as you celebrate, the celebration
is over and it’s back to planning and
It felt like a big
thinking about
“what next?” It’s very “You’re there with people party to me. You’re
there with people
much a mission in
who you’re a fan of, and who you’re a fan of,
that sense.
people who you’re
people who you’re
friends with. Sean
It’s all done with
friends with.”
and I go back to
great love and care.
school days. So just
How important is
to have that moment where we can all just
that to the success of the cruise?
link up and free up and do our thing—
that was really fun.
Care is one of the biggest words. Not just
care, but carefully. We are careful to make
What are some other special moments
sure that we keep a certain integrity and
for you from the first five years?
a certain standard. Also to make sure the
platform is balanced, that we’re sharing
That year we had Super Cat on board,
the platform and it’s not just about,
that was great for me because he’s one of
“spiritual music alone.” We try to make
my heroes. I’ve met him a few times but
sure all the voices of the genre have a
that was the most time I’ve ever spent
chance to be heard.
around him. I was able to chill with him
and gwan listen two tune and ting and
The planning is important but
ting. And bwoy, just watching all the
sometimes it’s those unplanned
different artists perform.
moments that lift things to
Elephant Man the first year
another level.
he was on, he smashed it. The
first Soundclash at Sea was a
That’s what makes the
next big highlight. That was
difference between real
the first time that even my
professionals and people
mom experienced a clash.
who are just putting things
Introducing that to people
together. When unexpected

[Laughs] Time to give somebody else a
chance.

And we can’t forget last year with you and
Stephen and Sizzla together. I really love
that spontaneous joy that we
have together on the cruise.

May the best sound win! What other
highlights come to mind?

This year will be Ziggy’s first cruise—
that’s a big deal.

Definitely one of the highlights would be
the very first sail off, when I greeted the
people on deck. I had not goosebumps, I
had lion bumps! [Laughs] When the ship
finally moved off and you know say, We
did it! No turning back now. We have to
mention King Jammy’$ sound and all
those epic freestyle sessions. For me it’s
really like you’re a kid in a candy factory.

That goes beyond the cruise. It’s always a
special moment when you have all of us
performing together. You can really feel
the energy of Bob. We always say it’s like
Voltron: all of us took one attribute, so
when you get all of us together you get the
full deal. It’s an event within itself when
we’re together.
15

“We are the children of the Rastaman
We are the children of the Iyaman”

THE
MARLEY
BROTHERS
16
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—ROBERT NESTA MARLEY (1979)

Ky-Mani, Julian, Damian, Stephen, and Ziggy
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STEPHEN
“RAGGA”
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MARLEY
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who you see work hard, them reap.”
Recorded in the living room of the
Lion’s Den, Ragga’s Miami home studio,
One Take Acoustic Jams reveals the raw
power of songwriting and musicianship
without the benefit of overdubs or studio
wizardry. Unplugged versions of his
own songs—“The Mission” and “Mind
Control”—stand strong alongside his
father’s compositions “Easy Skankin” and
“Rainbow Country,” as interpreted by his
richly textured voice.
Returning to the cruise for a fifth
consecutive year, Ragga looks forward to
joining his brothers onstage once again,
building upon a magical
performance at the Kaya Fest
in California. As Ragga sings
on “Revelation Party,” “We’ve
got to keep pushing on, more
than full steam ahead.” And
as usual he’s backing up his
words with action.

Does Ragga never rest? This past June,
only two months after producing the
second annual Kaya Fest, he unveiled
Kaya40, a “remixed and reimagined”
version of Bob Marley & The Wailers’
album Kaya, to mark the 40th anniversary
of the project that was recorded during
the same sessions that yielded Exodus, and
released the following year, shortly before
the historic One Love Peace concert.
Soon thereafter Ragga embarked
upon an acoustic tour of the U.S., near
the end of which he released his fifth
solo album, One Take Acoustic Jams, on
the Ghetto Youths International label.
Not to mention his ongoing
work on behalf of the Ghetto
Youths Foundation, whose
global mission includes
youth education and care
for homebound elders. “The
work speak for itself,” Ragga
remarks. “And you can tell—
19

platinum. “I remember living in New York
during those months, walking from the
hotel to the studio every day,” he recalls.
“It was a very new experience being in
America, doing music with Chris Frantz
and Tina Weymouth from Talking Heads.
I made a lot of friends, met a lot of good
people during that time.”
Embarking on the Jamrock Cruise for
the first time, Ziggy’s excited to spend
time with his brothers, both off and
onstage. “We don’t hang out a lot so this is
the time for us to just have fun together,”
he says. “It’s hard to put words to it. We
carry our father’s spirit with us, strongly.
All of us carry a spiritual
element to us, so when you
combine that it becomes one
spiritual element. It’s much
more powerful than when it
single out.”

Love is the only type of rebellion that
hasn’t been tried,” says David “Ziggy”
Marley, whose seventh solo album,
Rebellion Rising, dropped earlier this year.
“We tried violence, we tried protest, we
tried everything—but we nah try love
yet.” Bob Marley’s eldest son began his
musical journey as a member of The
Melody Makers along with his brother
Stephen and sisters Cedella and Sharon.
His father wrote their first song, “Children
Playing in the Streets,” released in 1979
with all proceeds benefiting UNESCO’s
International Year of the Child, an act of
love in itself. Since that time Ziggy has
maintained the love/music
connection, moving forward
hand in hand.
It’s been 30 years since The
Melody Makers’ third studio
album, Conscious Party, made
history as the first original
reggae album to be certified
20
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professionally, Ky-Mani has become an
accomplished artist with his own unique
style. “The shower is my favorite place
to sing still,” he says with a laugh. “It was
instilled in me from creation, but I guess
I didn’t realize what the Creator had
planned for me.”
Ky-Mani’s been spending time in
Jamaica of late, working on new music
and practicing with Falmouth United, the
football club from his hometown. He’s
more than ready to join his brothers on
the Jamrock Cruise. “Nothing brings more
joy than this,” he says. “To have family
that is so loving and close. I
have experienced the outside
world and run into the wolves
and the sharks out there.
When I’m here all guards are
down. Whenever I’m with my
brothers—whether we in Tibet
or Jamaica—I feel at home.”

“Roots reggae always comes first in my
life,” says Ky-Mani, who was born in
Falmouth, Jamaica, and moved to Miami
with his mother at age 8. “I was raised in
America but still the same rice and peas
and chicken ’pon Sunday. Mi mother and
mi uncle play oldies inna de house. But in
Jamaica we never listen to much rock ’n’
roll or hip hop.”
After discovering “You Be Illin” by RunDMC, rap, dancehall and other genres
of music played a big part in Ky-Mani’s
upbringing. “At that time I was living in
the inner city also, so things that hip hop
artists would express I would
see day-to-day,” he recalls. “I
was able to relate more than
just hearing it. I was able to
put myself in that situation
and say, ‘Yeah he’s real.’”
Although he never
planned to pursue music
23

Every song have its own different kind
of flavor and color.” The first track, “War
Zone” was released in support of the Weed
For Warriors project, which provides
cannabis to veterans. “They go through
so much things that they need herb to
calm down their mind,” Julian explains.
“Not all these drugs that make them
crazy.” Since then he dropped “Straighter
Roads,” a motivation song. “Even I listen
to it and get motivated too. Cause it’s a
higher source than just me who put the
pen to the paper. It comes from divine
inspiration.”
When performing with
his brothers, Julian plans
to deliver a high energy
set. “You’re getting five the
hard way,” he says. “Marley
brothers in full force.”

Born in London, Julian Marley aka “JuJu
Royal” moved to Jamaica at age 17 and
put together a band called The Uprising.
The name was inspired both by his father’s
album and his own first song, released in
1989. Since that time Julian has toured
all over the world with The Uprising,
jamming in China during the Olympics
and making recent stops in Europe,
Morocco, and India. “No matter where we
go the vibration that we feel when we’re
playing this music is the same,” he says.
“That lets us know that this music and
the people are one. They’re in
need of the upliftment music.
It is a blessing and really
overwhelming to the heart.”
He describes his
forthcoming album As I Am
as “a body of music that’s
related but not related….
24
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thief inna a shootout,” he says. “So we
precaution the police when dealing with
the public. You can’t just run down people
and shoot after thief because other people
will get hurt.”
On “Guess Who,” his recent
collaboration with Tarrus Riley, the
veteran singer continues keeping in
step with reggae’s new generation while
maintaining his artistic identity “The
whole system has gone to computer now,”
he says. “So if you can’t hold the pace, you
have to find a way out. At the same time
you have to protect life and give thanks for
the little that you are getting same way.”
“Our ting mad right now,” says the
legendary singer who makes his Jamrock
Cruise debut this year,
accompanied by Sly &
Robbie. “Nuttin’ can stop our
ting, because nuff time we
pray before we work,
and Jah deliver the ting. With
the hands of the Father it
must work.”

Born in the musically rich Waterhouse
area of Kingston, Michael Rose joined the
harmony group Black Uhuru in 1977 after
the departure of co-founder Don Carlos.
Writing and singing Uhuru classics like
“Stalk of Sensimilla” and “Guess Who’s
Coming To Dinner,” Rose was lead
vocalist when Black Uhuru’s Anthem
became the first reggae album to win a
Grammy in 1985.
After a few years’ hiatus from the group,
Rose embarked on a solo career, recording
with ace producers Sly & Robbie and King
Jammy’s sons John John and Baby G in his
hometown of Waterhouse. The singer says
working there made him feel “closer to the
roots from where I was born and grow.”
Rose’s distinctly dread
vocals have always had a
streetwise slant, and the
hard-edged production on
songs like “Bad a Yard” and
“Shoot Out” connected him
with the dancehall audience.
“Every day we see police and
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breakbeat classic “Genius of Love,” they
weren’t lying. The pair’s work with Grace
Jones at Compass Point Studio in the
Bahamas resulted in oft-sampled hits like
“Nightclubbing” and “My Jamaican Guy.”
Since then Sly & Robbie have collaborated
with artists as disparate as Bob Dylan,
Joe Cocker, and Simply Red, winning a
Grammy Award in 1999 for their album
Friends and racking up 10 Grammy
nominations over the years.
“I’ve seen all the changes,” says the
man who introduced Simmons electronic
drums on Uhuru’s 1984 Anthem. Ten
years later he programmed the drum
machine on Chaka Demus & Pliers’
“Murder She Wrote,” one of the biggest
dancehall hits of all time.
“Music today is OK,” reflects Dunbar,
whose Taxi label supports younger artists
like Cherine Anderson, Bitty
McLean, and No-Maddz.
“It could be much better.
Everybody has a laptop to
make their music, but what
we need are some songwriters
to write more good songs.”

Perhaps the most celebrated drum and
bass duo in history—regardless of genre—
Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare were
both accomplished studio musicians
before they met in the mid 1970s. Dunbar
was a session player on hits like Dave
& Ansel Collins’ 1971 smash “Double
Barrel,” while Robbie, was rocking with
Bunny Lee’s ace band the Aggrovators.
Once the “Rhythm Twins” linked up at
Channel One studio on Maxfield Avenue
in Kingston, they ushered in a new era of
Jamaican music.
Credited as The Revolutionaries, Sly
and Robbie began laying down tracks for
producer Joseph Hoo Kim, developing
the militant “Rockers” style heard on
singles by the likes of Gregory Isaacs,
Leroy Smart, John Holt, and Barrington
Levy. They continued to push the music
forward on landmark releases
like The Mighty Diamonds’
1976 album Right Time, Peter
Tosh’s 1978 Bush Doctor, and
Black Uhuru’s 1981 Red.
When Tom Tom Club
sang “reggae’s expanding
with Sly & Robbie” on their
28
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dancehall’s most legendary lyrical clashes
have earned him such titles as ‘Warlord’
and ‘Five Star General.’
Collaborating with internationally
renowned acts like The Fugees, Swizz
Beatz, and Busta Rhymes, Bounty Killer
also won a Grammy for “Hey Baby,” his
2003 hit single with No Doubt. Closer to
home he helped jump-start the careers
of many of dancehall’s prominent acts,
including Elephant Man, Vybz Kartel,
Mavado, Wayne Marshall, Busy Signal,
and Aidonia just to name a few. As such
he has contributed widely to the growth of
Jamaican dancehall culture.
As he remarked while accepting his
award this year: “This award
is bigger than my Grammy to
me, because this is for helping
my people, not for helping my
career. This is a togetherness
award. This is for all of us.”
—Dr. Lisa Tomlinson

“This is something different for me,”
said Bounty Killer earlier this year as he
accepted a mentorship award from the
Jamaican Reggae Industry Association.
“I am an artist, a ghetto youth trying to
make better for my life. This was the first
I’ve gotten an award for helping others.”
Returning to the Jamrock Cruise for
his fifth consecutive year, Rodney Price
aka Bounty Killer has reigned in the
dancehall for over two decades as one of
Jamaica’s most prolific recording artists.
Known for his social commentary on and
off the stage, Killer’s lyrics often address
the poverty and suffering of the inner-city
communities of Kingston, where he grew
up and crafted his career. His
political consciousness earned
him the title Poor People’s
Governor, and his lyrics
resonate across generations.
His lyrical skills, tough,
rude-bwoy style, and ferocity
while competing in some of
31

to his Grammy-nominated project The
Cure. So when he steps on board this
year he will be doing so with a great new
body of work to share. “I’m not the type
of artist who has to release music every
week,” he says. “My music has no expiry
date.”
“It feels so great to perform on this
cruise,” says Jah Cure, who will be
touching the Jamrock stage for a fifth
consecutive year in 2018. “Every time me
come pon this ship I think most of the
people them come fi see man like me and
other artists that can’t travel the U.S. So it’s
a delight for them to enjoy and bask into
the moment.”
“It’s a step-up game,” Cure adds. “I don’t
wanna shortchange the people. My work
ethic is different. I would stand up and
give 20,000 people a photo
before I go back to my room.
With all me heart and me
soul, we ah go forward and
lift the platform even higher.
We are raising the bar in
every sense of the word.”

Anytime Jah Cure touches the stage it’s an
event. Since his electrifying performance
on the first ever Jamrock Cruise in 2014,
the World Singer has become a fixture
on the lineup, touching his fans with
powerful vocals year after year. “First of all
I must say big respect to Damian Marley,
Stephen Marley, and all the Marley family,”
says Cure. “Remember this people: you
gotta give thanks to the Marley brothers
for making it possible for Jah Cure to
come sing for y’all.”
Discovered and groomed by Jamaica’s
leading soul balladeer Beres Hammond,
Cure burst on the reggae scene in 1997
with his breakout hit “Kings In The
Jungle,” a duet with his bredren Sizzla.
His classic debut album Ghetto Story—
produced by Hammond for the Harmony
House label—served notice
that Cure was a major new
talent, one of the greatest
voices of his generation.
Since last year’s cruise he has
begun releasing tracks for his
new album Royal Soldier, the
highly anticipated follow-up
32
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has become one of the most dynamic
forces within Jamaican music.
During the past five years, Chronixx
and a handful of associated acts — Jesse
Royal, Jah9 and Kabaka Pyramid — have
become known as members of the reggae
revival movement, integrating modern
dancehall with the foundations of roots
reggae, and highlighting cultural themes
in their lyrics.
“We want to put reggae music back
on top again,” says Chronixx. A recent
London performance alongside Protoje,
which attracted over 10,000 fans, suggests
that he’s well on his way.
“I’m a world citizen, and that makes me
at home wherever I am on this planet,”
says Chronixx. “I accept it as my home,
and people naturally become
your family—the whole
humanity. Once you accept
that, the universe gives you all
the gifts that come with that,
which is a natural connection
between you and the people.”

“Damian Marley is a big brother to nuff
youths, myself being one of them,” says
Chronixx, who returns with the Zincfence
Redemption band for their second
appearance on the Jamrock Cruise this
year. “Gong is one of them who influence
youths like us to do music like this to the
highest level.”
Without the benefit of major-label
backing or even a mainstream hit,
Chronixx has quietly built his own
movement that’s positioned him to
compete on the global playing field. His
self-produced debut album, Chronology,
topped the iTunes reggae charts around
the world and earned a Grammy
Nomination.
The youth born Jamar McNaughton in
Spanish Town, Jamaica, was
exposed to music at an early
age. Son of the dancehall
artist Chronicle, he took an
interest in production before
becoming an artist. Since
stepping out from “Behind
Curtain” in 2012, Chronixx
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his full band. “Promoters used to cuss
when we go on tour and carry musicians
and percussion and the whole thing,” he
recalls. “They’d ask us ‘How you carry so
much people?’ But that is how we born to
knowing the music’s supposed to be. So
we get the praises but we also suffer for the
integrity of the music. We try to uphold it,
because we have a particular sound.”
From streetwise songs like “Beware” to
romantic classics like “She’s Royal” straight
up to his latest release, “Guess Who”
featuring Mykal Rose of Black Uhuru, the
common thread within all of Riley’s music
is first-rate songwriting, musicianship,
and vocal excellence. Expect
nothing less when Singy
Singy steps onstage with
Blak Soil Band. As he never
fails to point out, “This is
the Jamrock Cruise—if you
snooze, you lose!”

Year after year Tarrus Riley and the Blak
Soil Band have delivered memorable
performances aboard the Jamrock Cruise.
“We have to give thanks to Damian and
the whole Marley family,” says Riley aka
Singy Singy, returning for the fifth time
along with his musical director Dean
Fraser, a maestro of the saxophone.
Son of the late Jimmy Riley, a soulful
reggae crooner who got his start with
seminal 1960s harmony groups like the
Techniques and the Uniques, greatness
runs in Singy Singy’s bloodline. “Tarrus
always gravitated toward music,” his father
once said. “He learned to play the piano
and grew up right there in the
midst of things. Most of the
veteran singers were friends
of mine, so he knew them all.”
Back when Tarrus was just
making a name for himself,
he had to fight for the right
to right to perform with
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labors, “meaning that you leave strong
musical compositions behind, you’re
good to go.” He and his bandmates are in
excellent shape on that front.
Third World returns to the Jamrock
Cruise fresh off the release of a new single
“Lovin You Is Easy,” produced by Damian
Marley. “We’ve known Damian from a
very young age,” says Coore, father of Jr.
Gong’s bassist Shiah Coore. “He and my
son went to school together so the’re very
close as people. It’s wonderful to see their
ethos of working.” Plans to collaborate
on a remake of “96 Degrees in the Shade”
blossomed into a album. “Damian said
‘You know what? I have the studio, I
have the time, why don’t we just do a
whole album,’” Coore recalls.
“What were we gonna say,
No?” He adds with a laugh.
“He’s a master craftsman, a
diligent and very hard worker.
It’s fabulous working with
Damian and his whole crew.”

Over the past 45 years the “Reggae
Ambassadors” of Third World have crafted
a sound that is unmistakably their own, an
eclectic mix of reggae with funk, soul, pop,
rock, R&B, and even classical influences.
Having toured the world with Bob Marley,
performed with Carlos Santana and Stevie
Wonder and warmed up for The Jackson
5 in Jamaica, Third World are in a class by
themselves.
While the band has seen some lineup
changes over the decades, guitarist
Stephen “Cat” Coore and bassist Richard
Daley have remained a consistent
presence since 1973. They’re accompanied
by drummer Tony “Ruption” Williams,
keyboardists Norris “Noriega” Webb and
Maurice “MG” Gregory, and
veteran Jamaican singer AJ
Brown, who took over lead
vocal duties after Bunny Rugs’
passing in 2014.
“As long as your legacy
is strong,” says Cat Coore,
reflecting on the fruits of his
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all of the acts. Once we realize that we
won’t have an issue.” Making his debut
on this year’s Jamrock Cruise, Konshens
remains focused on lessons learned as a
youth coming up on Sherlock Crescent
in Kingston: in short, maximizing every
opportunity.
“A door has been opening and closing,”
he says with determination. “What we
need to do as artists from Jamaica is kick
off the door so it can’t lock back.”
Echoing the hustler’s spirit heard on
records like “So Mi Tan” the SubKonshus
Music boss has big plans. “Some people
have been born rich and
turn out to nothing,” he says.
“Others have been born in the
worst situations and places
humanly possible—and turn
out to be ICONS.”

It’s no secret that Konshens is something
of a ladies man. His hardcore mixtape
Raw is filled with state-of-the-art
dancehall bangers expressing his affinity
for the opposite sex. The artist born
Garfield Spence built a career off smash
hits like “Bruk Off Me Back” and “Gal A
Bubble,” building up a fervent fanbase.
“The man dem know when they see
Konshens on a flyer there’s gonna be a
lot of ladies,” he says with a smile. “That’s
really how it work out for all of the
shows—and I’m thankful for that!”
Having collaborated with Rick Ross,
Cardi B, and Chris Brown,
Konshens has even greater
respect for the power of
Jamaican music.
“The genre that we do is a
very serious genre,” he says.
“Artists should realise that
the genre itself is bigger than
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tradition going, representing music.”
Growing up amongst Bounty Killer
and Scare Dem Crew members Boom
Dandimite, Nitty Kutchie, Harry Toddler,
Angel Doolas, Bramwell, Daily Bread,
Sugar Slick, and Jason Sweetness, Elephant
found a way to stand out. “There’s so
many big stars,” he explains, “but I wanted
to be seen, I wanted to be heard. I’m just
going crazy showing people that I have
something in me I want to unleash.”
Soon after Elly’s breakout single “Pon
Di River Pon Di Bank” began flooding
TV and radio airwaves, he was on a
roll, rocking stages with with Usher and
Rihanna, hitting the studio with Missy
Elliott, inspiring Usain Bolt to bust
the “Gully Creeper” at the
Olympics. But even while
elevating to fame and fortune,
he always remembered the
people he met along the
way—because an Elephant
never forgets.

The last time he performed on the
Jamrock Cruise, Elephant Man pulled a
double shift: rocking his own stage set,
and later joining King Jammy’s Super
Power for a freestyle session. “Bomb a
Drop! “Run for Cover!” Elly roared,
demonstrating why they call him Energy
God.
That moment on the main deck brought
back a lot of memories. “From Seaview
Gardens to Waterhouse and King Jammy’s
studio, that was like one minute on the
bike,” recalls the youth born O’Neil Bryan.
“Jammy’s was my first studio. Knowing
that the boss himself was there, Baby G
was there, Jam II was there, Mama Iris was
there. I gotta pay my respects—and trust
me, it was a pleasure.”
“We feel good to go to
the studio that bust Shabba
Ranks, our ghetto superstar,”
Elephant remembers. “We see
Shabba become something
out of nothing at that studio,
and we wanted to keep the
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Killer, whom he describes as “my numberone artist and my dad’s number-one
artist.” Eventually he reached the level
where he could collaborate with the FiveStar General. “Killer is a great teacher,
somebody who wants youths to do great”
says Aidonia, “A whole heap of doors he
opened for me.”
Now a veteran artist in his own right,
Aidonia is bussing new artists himself
and stepping up his game during a time
of transition within the music. “There’s
definitely been a big change in dancehall
over the last couple of years,” he says, “but
sometimes a change is good.”
Still, he’s been a part of the culture
long enough to know the importance of
making music with staying
power. “We try show the
youths to put some substance
inna the thing,” Aidonia says.
“You can have a catchy thing
now and then, but without no
substance it nah gon’ last.”

“Growing up, ’80s, ’90s dancehall was all
about the street,” says Aidonia. “But most
of the artists them no inna the streets no
more. Just a man in a studio do him ting,
but him nah live the real life.”
The Genna Boss has been heating up
the streets of Jamaica lately with cuttingedge dancehall scorchers like “Yeah
Yeah” and “Breeze” featuring his sparring
partner Govana. Aidonia’s latest release
is the genre-busting mixtape Dat’s A Trap
featuring futuristic 4thGenna flows over
100% Jamaican-produced trap-style beats.
“We try something different now,” Didi
says of fresh-cut tracks like “Big Baller
(Benzema),” which had Usain Bolt busting
moves on Instagram a few weeks ago.
“Right now I understand the
music on a different level,”
adds the Genna Boss. “I know
what people want to hear.
I’m better where delivery is
concerned, more confident.”
Aidonia was inspired to
become an artist by Bounty
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likeable.” Born Ventrice Morgan, daughter
of ska legend Derrick Morgan, she was
blessed with a strong singing voice and
learned she could chat lyrics while on
tour with Tony Rebel. “I got this wicked
forward from the audience,” she recalls. “I
ended up incorporating it into my singing
and it happens fluently.”
On Ifrica’s latest album Climb, topical
tracks like “Medical Marjuana” and
“Battlefield” are balanced by songs like
“Let’s Get Silly” and “Trueversation,” a
collab with Damian Marley. “You know
me have ultimate, utmost respect for them
youths for obvious reasons,” she says. “He’s
so humble and so giving and respectful.”
Their song is about the power
of words. “A lot of times
people say action speaks
louder,” the Queen explains.
“But not in all cases. Words
can take you to very high
places.”

“Tourism ah flourish while the ghetto dem
ah perish,” sang Queen Ifrica on the title
track of her 2009 debut album Montego
Bay. “Where is the future fe de youths?”
asked the powerful Rasta singer and DJ
who was born and raised in the hills above
MoBay. “Me nuh see any. But me notice de
gunshot a buss many many.”
Earlier this year the artist known as
“Fyah Muma” continued a similar line
of questioning on her song “Cease All
War,” produced by Troyton, the producer
behind Sean Paul’s worldwide smash
“Gimme The Light.” Over a warm and
easy rhythm track, Ifrica asked “Why are
we fighting and killing each other off all
of the time?” The song struck
a chord with listeners as her
hometown was locked down
under a curfew to counteract
an upsurge of crime.
“My music is about
message,” Ifrica explains, “but
I still keep it fun, I still keep it
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self-produced album Hope River, which
ranks as his strongest body of work to
date. “Everyone gets to define their own
success,” the artist points out. In years
past Sasco says he experienced “relative
success” without fulfilment, but he found
a way to change that.
“I love this music so much I ask
myself, ‘How can I contribute to it?”
explains Sasco. Answers to that question
can be found strewn throughout this
introspective and largely autobiographical
album, named for an actual river that
flowed behind his childhood home.
With the stated goal of helping to
change some of the stereotypes about
dancehall and reggae, Sasco breaks new
ground on Hope River just
as he returns for his second
Jamrock Cruise performance.
“I find great comfort and
contentment knowing I don’t
need to satisfy whatever your
expectations are,” he says. “It’s
all about perspective.”
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“I fell in love with this music from as far
back as I can remember,” recalls Agent
Sasco. “Sincere love was always my
motivation.” That part has not changed
since the time we first heard this gravellyvoiced lyricist, formerly known as
Assassin, ripping up the Diwali riddim or
trading bars with Spragga Benz and Vybz
Kartel back in the early 2000s. Receiving
an early cosign from Spragga, the “Ruffest
and Tuffest” rookie started off in the big
leagues.
As time went on, Sasco would
collaborate on classic projects with highprofile rappers Kendrick Lamar and Kanye
West. “I’m grateful for the opportunity
to be on those records, grateful for the
opportunity to represent my
craft,” says the artist. “To
have a Jamaican dancehall/
bar-dropping lyrical assassin
thing going on—I’m excited
about that.”
Sasco takes this concept
and runs with it on his recent
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he returns for his second performance on
the Jamrock Cruise, it’s his time to shine.
Born Keron Salmon in Kingston,
Jamaica, he was drawn to both reggae and
hip hop from an early age. Developing
distinct aspects of his style under two
different names, he would sing as Ini
Kabaka and rap as Ronny Pyramid before
combining his two alter-egos into one.
Kabaka—who name means “King” in
Ugandan—prefers to use his microphone
for social commentary rather than just
entertainment. On the sarcastically titled
“Well Done,” he chastises Jamaica’s leaders
for selling out the people and
leaving the island’s economy in
dire straits, citing IMF policies and
international business
transactions with lethal
accuracy. “The people need
it,” says Kabaka of his music
and its message. “We need it
weself.”

“We ready now, I&I deh pon a mission,”
Kabaka Pyramid states at the top of “Make
Way,” the first track on his powerful
debut album Kontraband. “The younger
generation have the vision.” As part of an
exciting new wave of Jamaican musical
talent, Kabaka knows the purpose of his
mission and his vision is clear: “It’s just an
energy,” he says, “a rising in consciousness
that’s happening all around the world. This
is our version of it in reggae music.”
Released as a joint venture between
Bebble Rock and Ghetto Youths
International, Kontraband was executive
produced by Damian & Stephen Marley.
The album represents all the diverse
influences—from roots reggae and
dancehall to hip hop and
African music—that make
Kabaka such a compelling
artist.
As the lyricist remarks later
on the record, he’s been “pon
the grind like a coffee bean”
for a very long time. Now, as
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amassed over 1 million followers with no
sign of slowing down.
One of her biggest releases to date is
“Shengyeng Anthem,” a song dedicated to
her fans. “Basically I wanted to do a song
for my Shenyengz, which is what I call my
supporters,” Shenseea explains. “I wanted
to do a song which they can sing and feel
empowered anywhere, anytime! It wasn’t
intended to be a ‘steal a female’s man’
kind of song, but I just went with the flow
nevertheless and it worked.”
Making her Jamrock Cruise debut this
year, expect Shenseea to bring a burst of
youthful energy to the proceedings. But
don’t think the 20-something artist is
too young to appreciate Bob Marley. She
cites “Is This Love” as her
fave track by the Gong. “It
just puts me in a emotional
mood,” she reveals. “I
feel loved on some lovers
rock type of vibe. Love is
important. It makes me feel
happy and at peace.”

One of the fastest rising stars in recent
memory, Shenseea has taken the dancehall
industry by storm in just over two years.
Her first release “Jiggle Jiggle” and set the
stage for the 2017 breakout hit “Loodi,” a
sexy collab with Vybz Kartel. Since then
she’s been featured on Christina Aguilera’s
latest album and toured with Sean Paul.
“I’ve always wanted to be an artist
ever since I discovered my talent,”
says Shenseea. “I love music so much I
wouldn’t do anything else. It’s my destiny.”
Born Chinsea Lee in the rural Jamaican
parish of Manchester, Shenseea moved
to Kingston and studied entertainment
marketing before dropping out of school
to raise her newborn son Raj. Balancing
parental responsibilities and
career ambitions, the single
mom landed endorsement
deals and a recording contract
with Romeich Entertainment.
Flaunting her bold, sexy style
and fun-loving personality
on the Gram, she’s quickly
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Exodus albums. Also known as “Don D.
Junior,” Gordon interprets many of the
solos originated by the late great Don
Drummond. Bassist Val Douglas has
recorded on classic tracks with Marley,
Tosh, and Dennis Brown, and his A-Team
band played on the Reggae Sunsplash
tour during the 1980s and ’90s. Douglas
locks in with veteran drummer Sparrow
Thompson, a founding member of the
Soul Syndicate band. Boston native Ken
Stewart plays keyboards and now doubles
as the band’s manager. Guitarist Natty
Frenchy was born in Bordeaux and grew
up in Cote d’Ivoire before moving to
Paris and New York. Tenor saxophonist
Zem Audu was born in Nigeria, raised in
London, and now lives in Brooklyn—as
does trumpeter James Smith,
who played for many years in
Burning Spear’s horn section
before joining the latest
incarnation of The Skatalites.
Together they keep Jamaica’s
indigenous sounds circling
the planet like Sputnik.

Don’t bother asking The Skatalites
when they’re going to stop. Fifty-four
years after their first recording sessions
with Sir Coxsone Dodd, Jamaica’s most
iconic band is still rocking the world.
“Everybody knows what they have to
do,” says vocalist Doreen Shaffer, the sole
remaining member of the original 1964
lineup. “Everybody wants it to be good, so
we unite and we try to keep it going.”
Also known as the “The Queen of
Ska,” Shaffer sang duets like “The Vow”
with Jackie Opel at a time when female
artists were a rarity in Jamaica. “The few
females like Phyllis Dillon, Dawn Penn,
and Hortenses Ellis came after me,” she
recalls. Driven by her love of music she’s
still singing a half century later as The
Skatalites make their Jamrock
Cruise debut with an updated
lineup that blends youth and
experience.
Trombonist Vin Gordon
is an Alpha Boys School
alumnus who played on
Bob Marley’s Kaya and
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Dodd’s Studio One, Boothe recorded
classics like “The Train is Coming” and
“Moving Away,” earning the moniker
Mr. Rock Steady. His cover of the soft
rock hit “Everything I Own” topped the
UK singles chart in 1974. But he also
recorded harder-hitting fare like a heavy
reggae version of Syl Johnson’s blues “Is It
Because I’m Black?”
In 2003 Boothe was awarded the
Order of Distinction by the Jamaican
government for his contributions to
reggae music, an accolade he is happy to
have received while he can still enjoy it.
“Being honored while you’re alive is the
greatest,” says Boothe “It’s best
to give me something when
I can identify with i,tmore
than to get it when I’ve passed
away. I’m not gonna know
about that.”
—Robert Cooper

“I love singing,” says the legendary
Jamaican crooner Ken Boothe, whose
warm vibrato has powered songs the rose
from the streets of Kingston to the British
pop charts. “I have a weakness for it. I
think I was born to sing,”
Born in the Denham Town section of
Kingston, Boothe grew up in a tenement
yard where he began singing from the
age of seven. “My mother used to call me
‘balam’ because the first music we identify
in Jamaica is the drum. A drum sound
draws attention. When I came home from
school, I used to gather up all the kids and
march around.”
Living nearby Stranger
Cole, Boothe became
friends with the singer and
collaborated with him on the
Sir Percy sound system before
going into the recording
studio during the early 1960s.
Working with Coxsone
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Time” and “Heptones Gonna Fight (To
The Top).”
“The Heptones was from Trenchtown,”
says Sibbles, “which was a good thing
because Trenchtown is the ghetto and to
be a part of the positive things that came
out of the ghetto is wonderful.” Aside
from Coxsone classics like “Fatty Fatty”
and “Sweet Talking,” the group recorded
crucial cuts with Lee “Scratch” Perry
and Harry J, who produced their biggest
international hit “Book of Rules.”
In 1976 Sibbles embarked upon a
successful solo career, moving to Canada
where he impacted the reggae and hip hop
scene. “I’m still on the road,” says Sibbles,
who’s making his Jamrock
Cruise debut this year. “So
much young people come out,
and they’re being adopted to
my cult of followers.”
—Robert Cooper

It’s hard to imagine what reggae music
would be without certain speaker-rattling
basslines that encourage men to buss a
skank and women to wine their waist.
The architect for many of those basslines
is Leroy Sibbles, who helped lay the
foundation for reggae music during
Studio One’s heyday in the 1960s and
’70s. Sibbles’ thumping musicianship
can be heard on such timeless riddims
as the “Full Up” (aka the “Kouchie”),
“Satta Massagana,” “I’m Still in Love,” and
“Freedom Blues,” all of which continue to
be versioned decades later.
In addition to originating many of
the most influential basslines in reggae
history, Sibbles was also lead
singer of the Heptones, one of
the most influential groups of
the rock steady era. The trio’s
1970 album On Top stands
as a template of musical
excellence, boasting gems
like “Equal Rights,” “Party
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A follower of the tenets of Rastafari
from an early age, Andy eventually
moved to Hartford, Connecticut and later
London, constantly recording new music
and embracing fresh styles. His greatest
mainstream success came after he began
to collaborate with UK trip hop pioneers
Massive Attack. His ominous vocals
perfectly suit the ominous sound of tracks
like “Spyglass,” “Five Man Army,” and
“Angel,” a remake of his reggae standard
“You Are My Angel.”
Always a restless innovator, this singer
is proud of his mucial legacy, but he does
not allow himself to get stuck in the past.
“I think people need to move
on,” Andy states. “I’m not
saying it’s a bad thing that
people enjoy the old music,
but we need fresh tings.”
—Robert Cooper

One of the most distinctive vocalists in
reggae history, Horace Andy’s music spans
five decades. “I sing my first song in 1966
and I thought I could sing, but that was
just learning,” he says of “This Is A Black
Man’s Country,” recorded under his birth
name, Horace Hinds.
“I practiced for four years and when
I went to Studio One I still could not
sing,” he recalls. “I thought I could sing.
It took me three years to get a No. 1 song.
That’s what Mr. Dodd was like. If you
cannot sing, go back and practice for two
months—or maybe a year.”
Sleepy, as the singer is sometimes
known, enjoyed a fruitful
collaboration with Dodd,
recording such gems as
“See A Man’s Face,” “Fever,”
and the hugely successful
“Skylarking,” released in 1971
on Studio One’s various artists
album Jamaica Today.
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systems. “That’s the most request for clash
dubs I’ve ever gotten,” says Mersa, who
“just might” have voiced a special for this
year’s Soundclash At Sea. “I’m just another
fan when it comes to clash,” he says.
“Every sound has their artillery. Just gwan
rock with the boat!”
More recently he dropped “Hurtin’
Inside,” a song that speaks to his legacy as
Bob Marley’s grandson. “I guess you could
say it’s my version,” Mersa explains. “It was
influenced by grandpa’s song, so I paid my
respects. Then I came and switched it up
with my own twist.”
His latest release, “Point of View” is a
hard-hitting reality tune that
features a blazing verse from
his uncle Damian. “Me proud
of me work,” says Mersa. “I
just want to continue making
music from the heart, and
make it touch people’s heart,
and them ear, and them foot!”

“I remember Chris Ellis telling me, ‘Jo
you beat up on yourself too much in the
studio!” the 27-year-old artist says with a
laugh. “Sometimes you have to know how
to make it come natural.” As the son of
Stephen “Ragga” Marley and the nephew
of Gongzilla, it’s only natural for Jo Mersa
to hold himself to the highest standard.
Trodding his own path through
the music business, Mersa brings a
fresh, youthful approach to reggae and
dancehall. This year he returns to the
Jamrock Cruise to perform his own set
rather than appearing as a special guest. “I
cannot wait,” he says. “As we speak me and
my bandmates are going over
the setlist. I want to make an
impact. I want the people to
know say this is Joseph now—
and this is what you’re going
to get.”
His 2017 track “Power
Moves” was a hit with sound
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Last year he released his official debut
album Lily of Da Valley, which contains
tracks like “400 Years,” “Generation”
featuring Jo Mersa Marley, and “Finally,”
his ode to the decriminalization of ganja.
Royal hopes Jamaica will benefit from a
changing world view on the herb. “We’re
gonna have to utilise our resources as a
country,” the staunch cannabis advocate
observes. “Otherwise we’re gonna
continue to suffer and continue to beg
this bank and beg that bank.” With other
nations taking the lead in the cannabis
boom Royal does not want to see Jamaica
fall behind.
“It’s a good time to be on
the earth right now because
the youth dem around the
world are waking up,” he says.
“It’s about time for the leaders
of the nation to wake up too.”
— Robert Cooper.

It’s been five years since Jesse Royal
chopped out a space for himself with the
crucial mixtape In Comes The Small Axe.
Burning out all manner of backbiters
and hypocritical two-siders on the Winta
James–produced banger ‘Modern Day
Judas,” the Palace Pickney was wicked off
the rip.
Born in the parish of St. James to a
Rastafarian family who are descendents
of the Maroons, Royal began his musical
career under the guidance of the late great
Fatis Burrell, who produced his first two
singles (“Singing the Blues,” and “Long
Days and Short Nights”).
His 2014 follow-up
Royally Speaking teamed the
rising Jamaican artist with
internationally renowned DJ
Walshy Fire of Major Lazer
putting a fresh spin on Royal’s
foundation deejay stylings.
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get exposed so young it’s not even funny,
and you have to learn quickly.” Still he
draws inspiration from the first-hand
testimonies of superstars who came up in
his midst. Daps continues to blaze his own
trail with steamy hits from “7eleven” to his
latest EP Free Me, which speaks directly to
his devoted female fanbase. “Me alone can
unleash your freak,” he sings on “Doh Lie,”
a tune about physical attraction and the
feeling of being “under preements.”
“I’m proud to be a Jamaican,” says Daps,
who collaborated with M.I.A. on her latest
album. “This culture is energetic. It is a
culture of fun and laughter. So it’s not
really surprising when you
see other artists embracing
dancehall. To me there’s
no barriers between pop
and dancehall. You need
something inna your ears. I
don’t care who sang it. I’m just
embracing good music.”

Seaview Garden is a community in
Western Kingston famous for raising
superstars like Shabba Ranks, Bounty
Killer, and Elephant Man. Dexta Daps
describes the vibes in his 2015 tune for
Daseca Productions, “Shabba Madda Pot,”
which remains a certified street anthem.
“It’s all energy in that song,” the artist
explains. “It’s like my area’s history in
that song. Shabba’s mum used to cook a
lot of food for the community. This lady
was so nice she would actually cook and
make sure that kids would have a meal.
We definitely appreciate Muma Christie
for that.”
Despite Seaview’s rich
musical legacy, growing up
in such a place has its ups
and downs. “Some things you
learn really early growing up
in a scheme as such,” says the
artist, who makes his Jamrock
Cruise debut this year. “You
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Smooth. Subsequent albums like Fully
Loaded, Thug Nature, and Shotta Culture
maintained the standard of lyrical
excellence—which continues in his more
recent work with the Red Square Crew.
Where lesser dancehall tracks
sound throw disjointed styles together
in a haphazard fashion, Benz-class
compositions always make thematic sense.
His appearance in the cult classic movie
Shottas alongside Ky-Mani Marley and
Louie Rankin bolstered his status as a
dancehall icon.
“Most of the things weh me sing are
some things me experience inna life,” he
says with customary reserve. “You nah
go hear me sing about bullets that shoot
people ’round corners and
all that. No, the area where I
come from and people weh
I grow with, you just watch
and you can tell who is fool.
Where I come from fools
don’t really last long.”

“I try to make songs that can last,” says the
legendary lyricist Spragga Benz. “You have
to keep current, but I try to say something
different, or say it in a different way.”
One prime example would be his latest
release, a fast-paced digital collab with UK
producer Toddla T entitled “Differ.”
“I stay open to every vibe that come,”
explains Spragga, who’s been a special
guest on previous Jamrock Cruises and
makes his official debut this year. “It might
be a rude-boy vibe. It might be slack and
nasty. It might be a more conscious type
ah lyrics—it’s all natural to me.”
He’s been making music this way since
1992, when a boisterously raw seven-inch
single called “Jack It Up” announced the
arrival of a powerful new
voice in the dancehall arena.
Spragga’s album of the same
name, released in 1994,
became an instant classic.
The following year brought
his first major label release,
the underrated Uncommonly
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scene with fun and excitement. Making
his Jamrock Cruise debut this year, Degree
looks forward to bringing that Main Street
Crew energy to the high seas.
A master humorist in the tradition
of General Echo and Professor Nuts,
Degree remains one of dancehall’s most
under-appreciated talents. “Many people
in Jamaica say I don’t get the rating I
supposed to get,” he says. Having written
big for many of dancehall’s top acts and
produced for his own Size 8 label, Degree’s
a master of innovation. Working with his
friend Lenky Marsden, he’s constructed
riddims by sampling the sounds of
clattering dutch pot covers or
elastic bands stretched over
a sardine tin. “Sometimes
it look like I’m too multitalented,” he says. “I even
question myself, am I doing
too much? But I just go with
it and don’t let it pressure me.”

“Them trouble trouble, now trouble get
crazy and mad,” spits General Degree on
“Bad,” a brand new scorcher produced by
Paris-based keyboardist ManuDigital. The
badness referenced here is definitely of
the lyrical variety, as Degree is one of the
craftiest deejays around, known for witty
double-entendre on tracks like “Pianist.”
Decades after his first “buss” in the
dancehall industry, Degree continues to
drop hits with no signs of slowing down.
Born Cardiff Butt in the country parish
of Manchester, Degree made his name
during the 1990s with certified boomshots
like “When I Hold You Tonight,” and
“Traffic Blocking.” As a
member of the Main Street
Crew helmed by ace producer
Danny Browne, Degree
and cohorts like Red Rat,
Buccaneer, Hawkeye, Goofy,
and Lady G created a sound
that infused the dancehall
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including EDM and Moombahton. Most
recently he linked with Puerto Rican
artist Jory Boy for the hit collab “Para Mi,”
adding to an enviable body of work. “Me
ratalog big yunno,” Rat says with a laugh.
As modern technology enables almost
anyone to become a producer, the young
veteran is happy he got started during an
era of quality control within dancehall.
“Everybody’s just putting out records,” he
says. “Some of them work, some of them
don’t. I keep my standards high when it
comes to my performance and the music I
give the people.”
Making his Jamrock Cruise debut with
long-time sparring partners Buccaneer
and Degree, Red Rat’s looking forward to
bringing out that Main Street
madness with a performance
that’s sure thrill fans of classic
‘90s dancehall. “As long as I
could make people smile and
enjoy their life,” he says, “I’m
good.”

“Oh noooooo!” When you hear that
signature catchphrase you already know
Red Rat is on the mic. Bursting onto
the dancehall scene in 1996, the teenage
sensation dropped instant classics like
“Shelly Anne,” “Dwayne” and “Tight Up
Skirt” (not to be confused with Samantha
J’s recent hit which sampled the original).
His sound was young, rude, and out of
order, establishing him as a force to be
reckoned with from day one.
“I bring energy to the dancehall,” says
the man born Wallace Wilson. Raised in a
musical family, his father played guitar for
Byron Lee and the Dragonaires. Just after
graduating from high school, he got down
with the Main Street Crew. It was General
Degree who blessed him with
his stage name, telling him,
“Yo, you skin red and you
look like a rat!”
Years later Red Rat remains
a force to be reckoned with as
he continues to make mogul
moves in multiple genres
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the first dancehall track with neither
drum nor bass. The hilarious contrast
of Buccaneer’s scandalous lyrics and
the grandiosity of the orchestral string
arrangement caused a worldwide
sensation.
He would continue exploring the
operatic dancehall subgenre on late
’90s albums Classic and Da Opera.
Transitioning into a producer role, he
launched the Opera House label, which
released signature Red Rat tracks like
“Dwayne” and “Tight Up Skirt.” He
championed Busy Signal and Mavado
from early. “I literally teach Mavado how
to singjay from scratch,” says Buccaneer.
“The wider public don’t know these
things.” Although he prefers working
behind the scenes, Buccaneer is looking
forward to linking with the
Mainstreet Crew again for
a blast of classic dancehall
energy. “It’s a big thing
coming on the Jamrock
Cruise,” he says. “We buss
before them youth and watch
him grow over the years.”

Trained in music theory and piano lessons
from an early age, the youth born Andrew
Bradford was destined to make beautiful
music. “I’m a big fan of Beethoven and
Mozart and dem people,” he says. But
when he started chatting on sound
systems around Portmore, that wasn’t
exactly what his mother had in mind.
Little did she suspect that her son would
become the first artist to fuse opera and
dancehall.
Putting on an eye patch and calling
himself Buccaneer, the young artist
broke through in the mid ‘90s with an
explosion of big records. “Them time
the vibe just a flow and a whole heap a
hit song,” he recalls. He recorded on all
the hottest riddims from Main Street,
Shocking Vibes, Digital B, Jammy’s, and
Steely & Clevie. But it was
his groundbreaking “Skettel
Concerto” that put Buccaneer
in a class by himself.
Working alongside Danny
Browne and Lenky Marsden,
Bucc adapted Toscanini’s
“Barber of Seville” into
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of fury (“Unafraid”) and of healing
(“Humble Mi”). The certified Kemetic
yoga instructor will sometimes direct her
audiences to breath deeply and focus their
prana, plugging into a universal energy
source. During her Jamrock Cruise debut,
Jah9 plans to perform onstage as well as
leading a “Yoga on Dub” workshop.
“When I started teaching yoga I had
to break a lot of ground to get people to
understand that this is no devil thing,”
she recalls. “This is life. This is learning
how to use your breath to heal yourself, to
enliven your body and to move yourself
closer to the Most High. Using meditation
and concentration to draw out from the
outside world is a positive
thing.” She taps into these
principles on recent songs
like “Feel Good” and “Heaven
(Ready Fi Di Feeling),”
implementing music as a
practice of physical and
spiritual wellness.

Evoking the mystical blend of music and
herb within the St. Andrew Park yard of
Rasta guitar legend Earl “Chinna” Smith,
Jah9’s “Steamers a Bubble” left listeners
with a lingering buzz.
Flashing incisive lyrics over heavy
one-drop rhythms the artist born Janine
Cunningham made a powerful impact
with her 2013 debut album, New Name.
The nine-track follow-up 9, released
on the numerologically significant date
of September 9, 2016 (2+0+1+6=9)
represented another quantum leap
forward. In light of her observation that
“a spiritual woman is the greatest threat
to the status quo,” it would be wise to take
heed and pay close attention
to Jah9’s word, sound, and
power.
Inspired by the fearless
truth-telling of Nina Simone,
and projecting the ethereal
aura of early Erykah Badu,
Jah9 sings and chants lyrics
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’80s digital era where he became one
of King Jammy’s go-to vocalists, laying
his rich baritone over tracks played by
Steely & Clevie. Many of his tunes have
become soundclash staples, including
“No Ice Cream Sound” for Stone Love
and “Reasons” for Killamanjaro, not to
mention Jammy’s anthems like “What A
La La” and “Lend Me Your Chopper.”
Making his Jamrock cruise debut this
year, Mr. Osbourne will be teaming up
with King Jammy’s Super Power once
again to create their Waterhouse magic
on the water. “You dun know Johnny
Osbourne the dancehall godfather, 60’s,
70’s, 80’s 90’s, and in the new
millennium still kicking it
strong,” Osbourne proudly
states. “As me say we still deh
ya, seen? I love the music and
the music loves me back so
I’m here for the long haul.”
Real talk. —Robert Cooper

If you’ve ever attended a Brooklyn Nets
game or watched one of their games on
TV, chances are you’ve heard Johnny
Osbourne’s “Whoo-ooaaah... Yay-Aayayy”
call-and-response from his ’80s hit
“Budy Bye” over the Barclays Center’s
loudspeakers. This classic King Jammy’s
production on the immortal Sleng Teng
riddim never fails to get the crowd hype
during pivotal moments of an NBA
contest. That’s a true testament to the
influence and reach that Mr. Osbourne’s
music has had throughout an illustrious
career that spans 40-plus years.
Born in Kingston, Jamaica, Osbourne
is one of the most popular
Jamaican singers of all time.
His musical journey began in
the late ’70s, encompassing
everything from the roots
and culture of his debut
album Truth and Rights on
the Studio One label to the
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question when he released “Big Belly
Man” set to a turbo-charged remake of the
Sleng Teng. “Me ah go tell you how to get
some belly,” the full-figured DJ advised the
youths in the community, “Just go to the
place weh them call Kentucky!”
Soon after Bailey’s debut album, Kill
Dem With It, the rise of Shabba Ranks
forced him to share the spotlight. Tracks
like “No Way No Better Than Yard” hit
just as hard if not harder than Ranks’ cuts
on the same late ’80s riddims. Bailey’s
‘Think Me Did Done” captures the spirit
of competition with a rising superstar.
Having retired from a 30-year career
as a soccer coach for teams like Tivoli
Gardens Football Club, the champion DJ
has more time for music than
ever. “We still do we thing
and fly out,” says Bailey who’s
cruising with the Jammy’s
posse this year. When he says
“old time something come
back again,” you’d better
believe it.

“It’s nice to be important but it’s more
important to be nice” says dancehall
pioneer Admiral Bailey. ”It’s a pleasure
to know there are people out there who
appreciate we who help set it.”
The reigning dancehall champ of the
mid 1980s, Glendon “Admiral” Bailey
established his rep on Daddy U-Roy’s
Sturgav Hi-Fi before Josey Wales
brought him to Jammy’s. His first hit
was a drinker’s duet with Chaka Demus,
“One Scotch, One Bourbon, One Beer.”
He followed up with reality tunes like
“Politician,” “Chatty Chatty Mouth,” and
“Ballot Box.”
Bailey’s landmark 1987 single “Punany”
was banned on the radio but ruled the
streets and coined a slang
term that quickly entered
worldwide pop culture. His
vegetarian anthem “Healthy
Body” provided an alternate
version more suitable for
airplay. But Bailey’s dietary
habits were thrown into
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Pinchers was on a roll with his rudeboy
swag and 100% original delivery. Pinchers’
1990 anthem “Bandelero” continued his
reign, ushering in a whole wave of wild
west tunes, and indirectly setting off a
feud between Super Cat and Bounty Killer,
whom Pinchers defended with his Killer
combination “Benti Uno.”
Never one to back down from a battle,
Pinchers’ four-way clash with rival
dancehall singers Sanchez, Courtney
Melody, and Conroy Smith was a highlight
of the yuletide dancehall festival Sting.
As he asserted on “See Mi Yah,” it’s not
easy to be original in a world of copycats.
“All pirate draw down your
antenna and change your
frequency,” he sang, “cause
I’m picking up your wave on
my net.” The wave continues
when Pinchers makes his
Jamrock Cruise debut with
the Jammy’s posse.

“Operator don’t be confused, listen the
rhythm and dance to the blues,” sang
Pinchers on his breakout single “Lift It
Up Again,” released on Fatis Burrell’s
Vena label. Set to a raw cut of the Answer
riddim, the song became a must-have
dubplate as well as a calling card for the
singjay born Delroy Thompson, who
graduated from sound systems to become
one of dancehall’s most iconic stars.
“Me no really know what is a career,”
Pinchers recalls of those early days. “Me
just love the forward. Me just wan’ buss
the place.” Finding his way to Jammy’s
Waterhouse studio to voice dubs, Pinchers
stumbled onto a new career..
“Borrow No Gun,” a wicked
gangster tune on Jammy’s
Punany riddim, became an
early hit, but it was “Agony”
that made him a star. By the
time he dropped the albums
Got to Be Me and Mass Out,
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lick of the “Billy Jean” riddim is a sureshot
for all those seeking a soundbwoy burial.
A master of many styles, the General’s
skillset extends to reggae, dancehall,
chatting, singing, and impersonating
various voices for comic effect. “Me and
Papa San used to DJ together over the
years,” says General, mentioning one
of the most prolific live performers in
dancehall history. The duo’s live cassettes
from that era are the stuff of legend.
The creativity continues when Bunny
General joins a throwback freestyle
session with the Jammy’s posse that’s sure
to attract a few surprise guests. “I just
wanna make a stamp and let the people
see that Bunny General is still active and
energetic,” the artist says of
his Jamrock Cruise debut.
“Keep listening cause I’ve
got more nice songs coming.
And there’s no songs that I’m
doing to lead anyone astray.
I just deal with unity cause
unity is strength.”

“What’s the secret to killing a sound? You
have to think what will make the people
laugh,” says Bunny General, a master of
soundboy murderation. “You don’t just go
in the studio and sing a dubplate calling
the name of the sound. You have to think
what you could say to make the people
react?” Inspired by the clever rhymes of
Lone Ranger and Michigan & Smiley, the
Clarendon-born entertainer got his start
on local sounds like Cosmic Force before
getting the chance to record for King
Jammy’s.
“I do lots of songs for Jammy’s like ‘Put
Down The Gun’ and “Sylvia’s Mother,’”
says General. “So many songs! And I’m
working on a new album for Jammy right
now. That means he have to
be great if I’m still working
with him after all these years!”
During trips to London
General also recorded with
UK producer Dub Vendor.
“Played By Dis Ya Sound,”
on Fashion Records’ digital
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on Marshall and Myrie’s Sunset label, “See
Them A Come” and “Champion Bubbler,”
attracted the attention of King Jammys.
“He was told I was living in Waterhouse
so he came and sought me out,” Anthony
recalls.“King Jammy’s beats were off the
hook, and they kinda gave you a different
vibes. We started exploring from there
and I became a staple in the camp, helping
to build King Jammy’s empire. I do
background vocals on many of Jammy’s
songs. A lot of people don’t know that,
that’s me doing harmonies on a lot of
Half Pint songs, Junior Reid songs, King
Everald—you name it.”
“I’m feeling great about
the cruise. It’s a good look,”
says the singer who generally
avoids the water because he
cannot swim. “But now I
overcame the fear and I feel
comfortable. So I’m ready to
rock the boat.”

“My grandmother always used to say ‘One
one cocoa full up your basket,’” recalls
veteran singer Pad Anthony. “Some people
get it all at once, but you have patience.
Some people slowly get it and elevate.
That’s how my process went.”
Born into a musical family, Pad
Anthony’s older brothers were in a group
called Rags and Riches whose song “Big
Heel Boot and Bellfoot Pants” won the
1976 festival song competition with
additional vocals by the late, great Freddie
McKay. When their mother used to sing
in church Anthony says “You could hear
her voice in Halfway Tree.”
After moving to
Waterhouse he used to sing
on local sound systems,
eventually earning an audition
at Channel One studios,
where the late Joe Joe Hookim
began recording him with the
Roots Radics band. Early hits
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ONCE UPON A TIME
IN WATERHOUSE
How KING JAMMY’$ set off a digital revolution
that changed the sound of Jamaican music.
Wo rd s A N D PH O T O S B y B e t h L e s s e r
went dead and Noel took his Casio
home to check it out. Wayne was at
home waiting when his friends came
by and told him that Noel was on the
corner playing the new rhythm they
had created.
Fearing that someone might steal
the idea, Wayne rushed to the corner
where Noel was serenading his
friends, and insisted that the two of
them take their find directly to the
studio of the legendary Waterhouse
producer and engineer, King Jammy.
“When we go up to Jammys, Noel
put on the thing. We put on the speed
to my speed and my key that I sing
in. And then when [Jammy] hear it
he says, ‘Wha’? Alright!’”
“Jammys was like a kid,”
remembers singer Anthony Redrose.
“He always want to do something. He
never turn you away. If you give him
an idea, him jump to it.”
Jammy eagerly recorded the Casio
rhythm on a tape and Wayne voiced
it right then and there. But then,
Wayne remembers, Jammy asked the

When Wayne’s Smith’s hit 45, “Sleng
Teng” made its debut in early 1985
on King Jammy’s sound system,
reggae music was transformed.
Jamaicans were instantly captivated
by the quirky rhythm track built
using a simple electronic keyboard.
“Sleng Teng” was the first fully
“computerized” rhythm to have
such a big impact. That one hit
rendered obsolete everything that
had come before and set reggae on a
course toward using computerized,
programmable instruments.
The story of ‘Sleng Teng’ began
in Waterhouse, Kingston 11, with a
Casio keyboard and two young men
with time on their hands, Wayne
Smith and his friend Noel Dailey.
Wayne and Noel found something
they liked among the pre-set
programs and made up a little ditty
to sing over it. The rhythm was a
rock setting on the Casio designed to
emulate Eddie Cochrane’s “Come On
Everybody.” But, just when they had
the little machine rocking, the battery
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When Tubby’s engineer, Phillip Smart,
left for New York, Jammy got a chance to
apprentice on the board at 18 Bromilly
Ave in Waterhouse, mixing songs for
producer Bunny Lee.
Not long afterwards, Jammy moved into
Iris’s house nearby. He was able to set up
a one-room studio and begin working on
his own productions. The tiny studio, in
what was once a bedroom, could not fit
an entire band playing instruments. So,
Jammy, like other independent producers,
had to rent studio time elsewhere and hire
musicians and engineers in order to lay
rhythm tracks.
That’s why, when he was presented with
a great backing track created entirely in
one small electronic keyboard, the idea so
captivated him. Being able to complete a
rhythm at home, with two musicians and a
mixer, was the opportunity of a lifetime. It
allowed the producer maximum freedom
to experiment and far more creative
independence.
Wayne Smith grew up right next door
to Jammy. The two houses shared a fence.
That was Jammy’s original home, his
father’s house, where he grew and lived
until he moved to Iris’s house on St Lucia

other artists hanging around the studio
what they thought. One singer responded,
“Tcho. It nah sound like it a gwan nothing.
It too straight.” Perhaps it was merely
professional jealousy that motivated the
comment, but that statement alone was
enough to dampen Jammy’s enthusiasm
and cause him to hesitate. He decided to
try it out in the dance on dubplate and see
how people reacted.
As a youth, Lloyd James, aka Prince
Jammy, enjoyed repairing electronic
equipment. A good electrician was
invaluable in the Jamaica of the ’60s
and ’70s when imports were expensive
and most musical components were
improvised by skilled technicians. Jammy
began to experiment with building sound
equipment. During this time, he began
to play a small neighborhood sound at
private parties and weddings. The sound
was just developing a reputation at home
when Jammy and his future wife, Mama
Iris, left for Toronto, Canada, where
Jammy began playing the set, Jamaican
style, on the local circuit.
Once he returned to Jamaica, Jammy
began working alongside King Tubby who
was often busy fixing TVs and radios.
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about “Computer Knife and Fork.”
Jammy’s right hand man and engineer,
Bobby Dixon became Bobby ‘Digital’.
The new shoe style was called “computer
Clarks.”
Jammy released the one rhythm LP,
Sleng Teng Extravaganza, which consisted
of different singers and deejays all voiced
over the same Sleng Teng backing track.
Without hesitation, other producers
began releasing their own Sleng Teng
versions. Artists, producers, distributors,
all allowed themselves to be carried away
by the ‘Sleng Teng’ tsunami. Having
recorded loads of rub-a-dub music with
full bands before Sleng Teng mania took
hold, Jammy’s computerized productions
were done with greater quality control,
properly mixed, and featuring artists
like keyboardist Tony Asher as well as
Wycliffe Johnson and Cleveland Browne
aka Steely and Clevie, who had played
sessions with Scratch Perry,
and occasionally Dean Fraser
on saxophone. Hate it or love
it, the computer style was
taking over, and Jamaican
music would never sound the
same again.

Road. Jammy and his brother, Trevor, had
gone to school with Wayne’s mother.
Although Wayne will always be
remembered for ‘Sleng Teng’, his earlier
work with Jammy was popular on sound
systems, especially “Life is a Moment in
Space,” a Barbra Streisand hit from 1980
written by the Gibb brothers, and the
romantic “Ain’t No Me Without You,”
which was written entirely by Wayne.
After Sleng Teng came out, there was
no turning back to the analog style.
Wayne had recorded a whole album in
1983 produced by Pug who was ready to
release it in 1985. It contained the songs
‘Bossman’ and ‘Jumping On My Bed’,
which had been playing as dubplates on
Stur-Gav. But when Wayne tried to market
it to distributors, he was met with the
response, “A how you fe come with digital
style and you then you wan’ come give we
that?”
Almost overnight,
Jamaica became computer
obsessed. Tiger sing-jayed,
“Computerize, we gone
computerize,” while Screecha
Nice rapped, “Digital, digital.
Everything gone digital,
digital.” Nicodemus deejayed
91
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space race during the 1960s Cold
War era when two superpowers,
America and Russia, began
exploring outer space. Names
such as “Sputniks,” “Rockets,” and
“Satellites” were proposed before
Tommy suggested they put the
emphasis on “Ska,” the music he and
his bandmates had created.
Charter members included
fellow tenor saxophonist Roland
Alphonso, Lester Sterling on alto

In the summer of 1964, two years
after Jamaica’s independence, an
accomplished group of musicians
convinced the devoted jazz tenor
saxophonist, Tommy McCook—
who had returned home to Jamaica
in June 1962, shortly before
independence—to lead what would
become the internationally influential
ensemble Skatalites.
The band’s name reflected the
technological advancement of the
9393
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inventiveness. Tommy was erudite, with
a refined style and a sound that was
unaffectedly self-assured and modern. In
contrast, the bravura and blues panache
imbuing Alphonso’s popularity was
inspired by the ‘jump blues,’ honkers,
shouters and bar walkers whose style he
projected. Trumpeter Johnny “Dizzy”
Moore’s ebullience came through with
tantalizing melodicism, bold phrases
of bop-oriented design, while alto
saxophonist Lester Sterling’s Parkeresque
phrasing complemented the a horn
section positioned between traditionalists
and modernists. Their sound struck a
balance as raw as it was refined, bluesy as
it was jazzy, and as metropolitan as it was
idiomatically rooted in urban Jamaica’s
grassroots vernacular.
The Skatalites rhythm section remains
constantly iconoclastic to the present.
The propulsion, swagger and multiple
beats coaxed from Lloyd Knibb’s drum kit
build a percussive hysteria as exciting to
is fellow players as it was to listeners and
dancers. Brevett’s bass weaved tapestries,
textures and percussive punctuations
that have influenced contemporary
bassists. Many have reworked his lines
into modern hits, providing them with
the sinew, heft and weight that has made
reggae music uniquely Jamaican. The
sparse syncopated rhythms of Jackie
Mittoo, whose left hand doubled the bass
lines, and guitarist Jah Jerry’s offbeat riff,
provided the accent that identified the
music as ska.
In terms of modern music, only Bob
Marley & the Wailers, Third World, Black
Uhuru and Peter Tosh’s Word, Sound
and Power band represent aggregations
that can be compared to the Skatalites.
Nevertheless, these are rhythm driven
bands, not horn-enhanced units of
Skatalites vintage. Their accomplishments

sax, trombonist Don Drummond, Johnny
“Dizzy” Moore on trumpet, Jackie Mittoo
on piano and organ, Jah Jerry Hines
played guitar, Lloyd Brevett on upright
bass and drummer Lloyd Knibb.
The dynamic vocalist, Jackie Opel,
occasionally appeared with the band
along with crooner Tony DaCosta,
Honey Boy Martin, Doreen Schaefer and
Lord Tanamo, who also served as MC.
Skatalites dancers included Persian the
Cat and Bop (aka Mr. Legs).
With the exception of Tommy
McCook––who’d been away playing
jazz in Nassau––most of the band
members were recording rhythm & blues
individually and collectively prior to
forming the Skatalite. Some relationships
began at Alpha Boys School, where
McCook, Drummond, Sterling and Moore
were students in the 1940s. The empathy
between them pivoted on individualism,
mutual admiration, musical respect and
personal friction, creating the tension and
release associated with the music they
made.
The Skatalites’ first performance was at
the Hi Hat Club in Rae Town, followed
by various gigs around Kingston and out
of town. The Bournemouth Club in East
Kingston eventually became their home
base, with shows a couple of nights each
week. Sunday matinee dances proved the
most popular.
The band was revered for its stellar
lineup. The lilt, texture and syntax they
displayed had far-reaching implications
thrilling audiences and influencing other
musicians with their sartorial and musical
aesthetic.
Individually, Don Drummond had
a mystic personality, introspective yet
expressive. He was a poetic trombonist
whose each and every note carried
meaning, resonance and melodic

popular Jamaican musical achievement
is measured, but also the degree to which
cultural identity is achieved.
Since the innovation of ska and the
birth of the Skatalites back in 1964, the
band, its musicians and ska music itself,
have attracted a perpetual following. That
there have been no less than four “waves”
of ska around the world, numerous
international
ska bands, fans
and festivals—
all covering,
reprocessing,
sampling
and even
plagiarizing
original
Skatalites
“rhythms.”
The lifestyle,
linguistic
and sartorial
aesthetics
inspired by
the Skatalites
and ska
music clearly
underscore
the influence
and creative
excellence they
have exerted.
l l oy d b re v e t t Among those
influenced, of
course, is the current configuration of the
Skatalites, who continue by keep the idea
of “Sputniks”, “Rockets” and “Satellites”
alive by orbiting the world playing ska
music and proving that to a great extent,
the best things of yesterday are the best
things of today.

rank with the work of Marley, Robeson
and Ellington.
Literally hundreds of songs, both
instrumentals and backing vocalists,
have been recorded by the Skatalites.
Instrumental hits celebrating historic
moments, places and figures include
“Freedom Sound”, “Independence Ska,”
“Mesopotamia,” “Addis Ababa,” “Paul
Bogle” and
“Marcus
Garvey.“
They also
accompanied
top vocalists
including The
Wailers, Delroy
Wilson, the
Maytals, and
Justin Hines and
the Dominoes.
Their output
was astounding
bearing in
mind that the
band’s original
lineup lasted a
mere eighteen
months.
A
freethinking,
trailblazing
band of
improvisers,
the Skatalites
inspired and reflected the hope, aspiration
and optimism that came with Jamaica’s
independence. Ska sired rock steady,
reggae and other genres, minting sounds
through which Jamaicans have continued
to express freedom, justice, equality
and spirituality. Musically authentic,
aesthetically superb and creatively
original, the music of the Skatalites
remains the yardstick by which not only

Herbie Miller is the Director/Curator of the
Jamaica Music Museum.
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Sound systems are the heartbeat of Jamaican
music. Since the mid 1940s, a musical arms race
has escalated in the streets of Kingston, bringing
enjoyment to the community and inspiring musical
innovations around the world. “Equipped with
what I presumed to be the best recorded sound
reproducer anywhere, I set out on a Saturday night
near mid 1947 to demonstrate my thunder,” recalled
sound pioneer Hedley Jones Sr, who noticed a rival
system set up across the road. “Tom Wong’s puny
steel-horn sound was no competition for my bass
reflex baffles, mid-range and tweeters. His dance, in
Jamaican parlance, flopped.”
The Jamrock Cruise is proud to continue
this great tradition of competition with the fourth
annual Soundclash at Sea. Tony Matterhorn and
Bass Odyssey have clashed here before, and
Renaissance Disco has juggled on the cruise, while
Heavy Hammer are making their maiden voyage. As
an audience member, your response will determine
the winner, so listen keenly and note your favorites
on our official scorecard. May the best sound win!
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Few selectors have been more influential
within sound system culture than Tony
“Mentally Ill to Kill” Matterhorn. After
getting his start with the respected
Kingston sound Inner City, Matterhorn
moved to Brooklyn’s legendary King
Addies, which he and selector Babyface
established as the #1 sound in NYC—and
arguably the world—during the mid ’90s.
Addies introduced many Americans to
dancehall culture, repping the U.S. in 1995
when Addies and Killamanjaro squared off
in Portmore. Matterhorn helped Addies
become one of the first sounds to record
hip hop and R&B stars on dub. “Addies
really bust that,” he reflects. “When we
play Jaro in Jamaica, nuff people never
even believe ah Toni Braxton until them
listen back the tape—and
them still ah wonder.”
In 1998, at the height
of Addies’ popularity,
Matterhorn went solo—a bold
move that might have ended
another soundman’s career.
But this is “Ms. Maggie’s

bwoy” we’re talking about. Taking his solo
venture to greater heights, Matterhorn
won international titles like the UK Cup
Clash and World Clash in Jamaica. To top
it all off he’s also an artist with a monster
hit, “Dutty Whine,” to his credit.
Any clash with Matterhorn involved
is full of vibes as he’s sure to arrive “fully
loaded” with innovative dubplates. His
boasy persona, comedic timing, and
ability to deliver the perfect rebuttal for
anything thrown his way has crowds
raining forward after forward. One sound
title that has eluded him thus far is the
Soundclash at Sea trophy. Not even his
Japanese samurai or Arab sheik outfits
helped him outdo Mighty Crown, who
defeated him last year in the tune fi tune
round. Without Mighty
Crown in the field, can the
self-proclaimed serial killer
complete a musical burial at
sea this year?
—Robert Cooper
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“Bass Odyssey from waaaayyy out in
di country!!!” That Bounty Killa intro
alone is enough to flatten any venue
where this “country sound” is playing.
Established in the hills of St. Ann, Jamaica
in 1989, Bass Odyssey is thoroughly
respected as one of the most consistent
and dangerous sound killers of all time,
remaining relevant where many of their
peers have come and gone. For the past
29 years, they have stuck to a winning
formula: maintaining a stable of the best
selectors and MC’s, current and innovative
dubplates, wickedly unique combinations,
paired with some of the most recognizable
anthems in soundclash.
“Our sound is a sound
that deals with teamwork,
good management, and
good delivery,” says Damion
Dilengy of Bass Odyssey’s
longevity. “We have good
chemistry, every mixer can
play with every talker and

every talker can play with every mixer.
Once the date is booked Bass Odyssey will
come to deliver and make sure we stamp
our name so people want us to come back
over and over again.”
The sound has produced stars over the
years including selector Charly Black,
who went on to become an internationally
known recording artist, and the legendary
Squingy, one of the greatest clash selectors
of all time, who passed away in 2009 after
an illness. Losing such an icon might
have parked nuff sounds, but due to Bass
Odyssey’s deep roster they’ve maintained
their reputation as a top-class juggling
that’s equipped to clash with the best.
Damion Delingy, Worm,
Country Speng, Keithy Keith,
Lexxy, Dwayne, and others
stand ready to keep the Bass
Odyssey legacy alive and
kicking. —Robert Cooper
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For more than a quarter century
Renaissance has been a juggling sensation
not just in Jamaica, but throughout the
world. No matter the location, no matter
the vibes, Renaissance can buss the dance
with an eclectic variety of selections
ranging from dancehall to hip hop, soca to
roots and culture, even a splash of EDM.
Yes, the so-called “uptown sound” can
play it all.
Established in 1989 when CEO/
selector Delano Thomas was just out of
high school, Renaissance has come from
humble beginnings—borrowed trucks and
second-hand sound equipment—to where
it is today: a juggernaut entertainment
company that employs its own staff and
technical workforce, owns their own
vehicles, and boasts the most
up-to-date sound equipment
money can buy. Along with
Delano on the ones and twos,
the Renaissance team includes
Tarik “Jazzy T” Thompson,
Andre “Dr. Dre” Saunders,
Ryan “DJ Smoke” Williams,

Orville “DJ Pepsi” Spence, and Michael
“Mykie E” Edwards. Avery Leach and
Devon Simms round out the management
team.
Beyond producing cutting-edge
dubplates, Renaissance is responsible for
more than a few hit records, most notably
the up-tempo Stepz Riddim, backing track
for Sean Paul’s Billboard-bound single
“We Be Burning.”
Having juggled impeccably on previous
cruises, this year they make their first
foray in the Soundclash at Sea. Boasting
an enviable collection of dubplates and
remixes—including major hip hop artists
on special, Renaissance is prepared for
war at all times.Despite their reputation
as a jiggy sound, don’t let the party vibes
fool you as Renaissance
is more than capable of
defending themselves in
musical combat. “At times like
that you’re just working on
instinct,” says Delano. “That’s
what I do best.”
—Robert Cooper
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first clash in Rome in 2007, writing off
Love Massive inna dem own yaad. From
there they took the World War III trophy
in Germany in 2010, also winning Riddim
Clash that year against sounds from
Europe and the U.S. After participating
in Sound Fi Dead in New York City, they
traveled in Jamaica for Irish and Chin’s
2012 World Clash, then came in second to
Bass Odyssey at the 2014 UK Cup Clash.
Although Raffa, Gecky, and DJ Charly
are very proud to represent on the
Jamrock Cruise they admit to having
mixed emotions. “We’ll be fighting against
our ‘heroes,’ the same sounds we used to
listen on cassette for years who taught us
almost everything we know ’bout clash,”
says Raffa. Their pre-clash
plan is to stay humble and
put in their best performance.
Will they remain so respectful
when the big tunes start to
play? —Robert Cooper

“We are preparing for the clash almost
night and day,” says selector Raffa of
Heavy Hammer, the first European crew
to compete in the Soundclash at Sea. For
nearly 20 years Heavy Hammer has been
one of Italy’s more active sounds, clashing
all over Europe and the U.S. “We’re proud
to be the first Euro sound ever on the
Jamrock Cruise, and the first Italians,”
he says. “It’s a big responsibility and the
whole nation is pushing us.”
Hailing from southern Italy near
Lecce in the Salento peninsula, an area
sometimes known as “the Italian Jamaica,”
Heavy Hammer was created in 1999 by
four friends who shared a passion for
dancehall music. Today they are the
resident sound at Mamanera
beach, where their summer
parties attract up to 5,000
people. “In 2001 Matterhorn
said the vibe there looked like
‘Fully Loaded,’” Raffa says
proudly.
Heavy Hammer won their
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SCORECARD
Mark the winner of each round below.
ROUND
1

ROUND
2

TONY
MATTERHORN

BASS
ODYSSEY
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RENAISSANCE
DISCO
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BIG UP MIGHTY CROWN,
THE FAR EAST RULERS,
RETIRING AS 3-TIME
CHAMPIONS

HEAVY
HAMMER
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ROUND
3

DUB
FOR

DUB
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STONE LOVE
MOVEMENTS
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like the Cordy Roy. But nothing compares
to Stone Love’s selection of dubplates,
many have become bonafide dancehall
anthems—particularly the Real Rock
segment featuring the likes of Tony Curtis,
Wayne Wonder, and Buju Banton.
Finally Stone Love changed the sound
of modern dancehall through their
unique style of juggling: a continuous
mix of tunes blended on the same
riddim interspersed with warm and easy
microphone banter, eschewing slackness
and excessive profanity. “When we started
to clean up the music, we lost fans,” says
Father Pow, whose Weddy
Weddy Wednesday has
become a fixture within
Jamaica’s dancehall circuit.
“People said we were getting
soft, but now we have won
them. Somebody has to be the
leader.”

“We have been carrying a heavy load for
46 years now,” says Winston “Wee Pow”
Powell, founder of the immortal Stone
Love, which has long billed itself not as
a sound system but a “Movement.” And
rightly so—Stone Love revolutionized
Jamaica’s sound system industry on
multiple fronts.
First: through the quality of their
equipment, combining state-of-theart amplifiers and speakers as well as
a sophisticated knowledge of sonics to
maximize the impact of their sets. Second:
Stone Love changed the dubplate game by
producing their specials like
records at a time when other
sounds were cutting “raw
footage” direct to dubplate.
Indeed, Stone Love went
on to become a label in its
own right, responsible for
numerous classic riddims
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“Don’t underestimate the mad Japanese,”
selector Sami-T warned at the start of
last year’s cruise. “Them wan’ kill the
champion, but three-nil we go for now!”
The selectors playing against Mighty
Crown probably should have listened.
No sound is more synonymous with
Jamrock’s Soundclash at Sea than the
Far East Rulers, who have dominated
the competition for three years straight.
Combining an excessive amount of
custom dubs, wicked and humorous
speeches, and a connection to the
audience so finely tuned that everything
they play garners massive forwards,
Mighty Crown has been a nightmare
for opposing sounds in the
Jamrock clash.
Well those sounds can
breathe a sigh of relief because
the “mad Japanese” will not
participate in this year’s clash,
hosting a ‘90s party instead
on All White Night. Although

their clash credentials are well established,
Mighty Crown can hold their own when
it comes to juggling. Masta Simon,
Sami-T, Cojie, and Ninja Crown are all
knowledgeable in foundation reggae and
dancehall, having played all over the world
since winning World Clash in 1999, their
very first clash outside of their native
Japan.
Their 90’s bashment is sure to be
filled with nuff niceness and plenty of
bad riddims from dem time deh—from
“Joyride” to “Hot Wax.” So make sure to
dust off your Karl Kani suit, break out
some clean Jordans or Patrick Ewings, and
brush up on your Pepperseed, Bogle, and
Urkel dance moves, because
Mighty Crown is about to
take you back in time. “We
been building our vibes since
1991,” says Masta Simon. “We
play for the people.”
—Robert Cooper
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Jack Scorpio can play just about any
artist who’s ever stepped in front of a
microphone over the past 40-plus years.
Turning his back on violent and slack
lyrics, Scorpio returns to the Jamrock
Cruise this year prepared to juggle a set
of music filled with constructive messages
for listeners of all ages.
“Me’s a man who love stay positive,”
states the legendary soundman. “Some
selectors gwan some kinda way and them
just destroy our nation and destroy the
music. Garbage dem ah talk! That’s why
we nah go certain dance. It’s not just about
the money—the message have to go out
deh for the youths. Dancehall music and
reggae music ah the same
thing. We just want to stay
positive and make some good
tune that can play for the next
100 years. Good music come
in like the Bible you know,
and it live forever and ever.”
—Robert Cooper

Few people have had a greater impact
on Jamaican sound system culture than
Maurice Johnson aka Jack Scorpio. Not
only is he the owner and selector of the
venerable Black Scorpio sound system
(established 50 years ago, in 1968) but
he’s also a record producer responsible
for classic records by big name artists
including Dennis Brown, Gregory Isaacs,
Shabba Ranks, Yellow Man, Garnet Silk,
Barrington Levy, Bounty Killer, Buju
Banton, Beenie Man, General Trees, and
Sassafrass just to name a few—all released
on his Black Scorpio record label.
“Mi buss nuff more artist, nuff more
tune,” says Scorpio. “My studio is the
place, Headley Avenue, mi
nah joke with dat. Mi work
with Bob Andy, Alton Ellis,
Ken Boothe, the whole works.
Mi ah di first man to do a solo
album with Bunny Rugs, my
history is too long to talk!”
As a clash selector
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this is because they ain’t doing it right,”
Shinehead reveals with righteous
indignation fueled by his love and
reverence for sound system culture.
“They’re either boring as hell or they
can’t mix, or they just talk too damn
much. Especially them was sounds! They
are desecrating the brithright, and then
they complain that the Japanese and the
Europeans is taking our culture. Nah,
you just laid it careless! One man’s junk is
another man’s treasure. So I’ma build me a
little tabernacle and praise the Most High
on these joints right here.” A mercurial
talent with the mic in his hand, Shinehead
knows Papalotl is ready to
hold him down anytime he
decides to flex his lyrical
chops. Expect the unexpected
whenever Kingston 12 is in
session.

Returning for their fifth consecutive year
of 100% vinyl juggling aboard the Jamrock
Cruise is Kingston 12 Hi Fi with DJ
PapaLotl and Shinehead at the controls.
“We deal with them wicked on the high
seas,” says Shinehead, a world-renowned
recording artist who’s focused his energy
on the sound system in recent years.
“When we touch them waters we’re not
playing no watered-down nothing.”
Due to the fact that “you can’t chop
a sound boy with an mp3,” Kingston 12
boards this year’s cruise with extremely
deep crates entrusted to them by the late
King Richard as well as Firgo Digital’s
Kiddy Rank. The L.A.–
based sound caters to the
reggae aficionado, dropping
rare gems that disrupt the
paint-by-numbers approach
employed by so many sameold-same-old selectors.
“One reason I’m doing
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ONE LOVE

CINDY BREAKSPEARE speaks on life with Bob
Marley and raising Jr. Gong.

She met Bob Marley on the cusp of superstardom,
fell in love with the reggae king, and witnessed his
music and message become a global phenomenon.
Having borne and raised his youngest son, it’s
somehow fitting that Cindy Breakspeare celebrated
her 60th birthday on the very first Welcome to
Jamrock Reggae Cruise. In honor of the cruise’s fifth
anniversary the singer, designer, businesswoman,
and former Miss World speaks on how the concept
of “One Love” changed her life.
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When I first met him he wasn’t there yet.
We in Jamaica didn’t even realize how
much he was in demand overseas. He
was already going on tour for two, three
months at a time in Europe. For us who
knew him back then, what we are seeing
today is just phenomenal.

what “one love” is about. It’s not just zen
and yoga. I’m so proud of Damian and
how he’s embraced that legacy. He has
made it his life’s work. He’s followed in the
footsteps of a father he really never knew
and it’s working out pretty good I think.

It was cool to hear Damian singing
“uptown Jamaica born and raised.” The
uptown/downtown thing is very intense
in Jamaica.
Yes it is. In raising Damian we always tried
For every celebration of Bob Marley
to teach him that he could do anything,
there’s a tremendous turnout.
be anything, and
Anything to do
“Polite society thought to always be proud
of who he was
with Bob Marley is
I was crazy in 1976
and where he was
always larger than
coming from. He’s
life. He just brings
when the news of our
40 years old now.
people together. Bob
relationship broke.”
When he looks at his
is always unifying,
life, I think he really
and the music is
is proud and does not see any reason for
so powerful. When you see footage from
denying any part of it. He’s a true product
those shows going back all those years,
of uptown and downtown in every way.
you can still feel it. That’s never ever
One generation away from the ghetto and
changed.
his son will never know what it is to live
like that. He’s speaking his truth, and I
What do you think is the source of that
think for all of us the sooner we are able to
power?
do that the better off we will be.
“One love” is an idea that I fell in love with
How did people react to your
40 years ago and stayed in love with to this
relationship with Bob Marley?
day. It’s like a beacon, a guiding light. It’s
a little voice that speaks to you every day:
Polite society thought I was crazy in
Yes, that was a shitty thing for somebody
1976 when the news of our relationship
to do, but it’s alright. They will figure that
broke. And when Damian came along in
out one day. Time is the master. Don’t let
’78 it was like, “Oh my God she’s lost her
their behavior change the way you behave.
marbles completely!” Rastafari was not
accepted yet. It was a subculture coming
Are you teaching that to your children
up in Jamaica and people were afraid of
and grandchildren?
it. You’re always afraid of what you don’t
know. Parents would tell their daughters,
I try to practice it in all my friendships.
“You see what Cindy Breakspeare has
I’m sure it was Roger Steffens who said
done? Don’t even think about it! There
“Bob made every one of us want to be the
ain’t no Rastaman coming home for
best person we could possibly be.” That’s
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dinner—or no child coming from that
either!”
Did that hurt your feelings?
You know, it really didn’t. I understood
where it was coming from, but I also
understood that what was unfolding
around Bob and the whole message and
the music was so much bigger than the
sum of all of us. We just knew it with
every fibre of our being, and we were
right—see where we are today?
What did you think when Damian first
mentioned the idea of the Jamrock
Cruise to you?

ARCHIVAL PHOTO BY ALAMY LTD

What was Bob Marley like before he
became a superstar?

I couldn’t believe it. He spoke about it for
a couple of years so I knew it was in his
mind. He was working away like a little
ant in an ant farm, himself and Dan, and
then finally he said “Well the cruise is
happening this year.” When he told me the
dates I said, “That’s the week of my 60th
birthday.” So that’s where I celebrated it.
You raise your children the best you can
and you hope they do well in life, but it’s
such a joy to see them dream big dreams
and then make them come true.
You haven’t missed a cruise since. To

what do you attribute its success?
Each year when I go on the cruise it’s
like we are starting from scratch all
over again. It’s like, “Wow, is this thing
really happening?” As we sail away and
everybody is on the top deck you can just
see that euphoric look on peoples’ faces.
They can’t believe that they’re there either.
We are all one people, and that’s why we
love the cruise so much. Because the same
kind of people come on the cruise.
I’ll never forget that time when
Shinhead passed you the microphone!
Ahhh…! Well you know I use to do
cabaret, I use to go hotel-hopping, man:
Sandles, Gand Lido, Swept Away—I’d do
a 45-minute show. I like old standards,
Gershwin and all that kind of thing. It
suits my style and voice. I’m not really a
reggae singer. I did it for a good long time
and my husband plays guitar and so we
would get booked. We did a whole bunch
of different things: award ceremonies,
weddings. We used to gig all over the
place, as a duo or with a full band.
Cindy Breakspeare will be a guest speaker
at this year’s Bob Marley Lecture.
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POSITIVE
VIBRATIONS

NEVILLE GARRICK speaks on his life and work
with Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Bunny Wailer.
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After attending UCLA in the 1970s, Neville Garrick
returned to Jamaica, working as art director for
a daily newspaper. While photographing Bob
Marley he struck up a friendship that led to Garrick
quitting his job to become Marley’s creative
director, designing album covers and stage sets.
He went on to be founding executive director
of the Bob Marley Museum. Looking forward to
Neville’s talk on this year’s cruise, we asked him
about working with Gong, Tosh & Bunny.
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Everyone knows your work with Bob
Marley but you were also good friends
with Peter and Bunny.
For Bob I did maybe 10, 12 album
covers—for Bunny Wailer I did about
six, for Peter about three. On the cruise
I’ll be talking about the concepts behind
the designs and I’ll pick out some of their
songs which I consider iconic—for Bob
probably songs like “Redemption Song,”
and “Legalize It” for Peter.
How do you think
Peter would feel
right now about the
changing ganja laws?

I said, “I can say black without writing
the word.” So that whole concept came
up: something about black survival and
something about surviving the slave trade
and the journey from Africa. So I said,
“OK, all the independent countries of
Africa I will put their flag.” And at that
time there was no Google, there was no
internet, so I actually had to go to New
York to the UN to actually get the flags
of those countries. Then there wasn’t
any way for me to scan what they gave
me, so I had to create the flags to get the
true colors. I painted
all those flags. And
then I asked myself
“How do we represent
Jamaica, Trinidad,
Cuba, Barbados, all of
the Caribbean islands
and all the black
people in the diaspora
in England and America? Then a light
popped in my head. They all came here via
the slave trade. So we added the master
plan of the slave ship to represent the
diaspora. To me politically and visually
that was a success.

“Can’t is not in
Bob’s Dictionary.
You must
find a way.”

I think he would still
be mad because now
it’s taken over by the
same people who used
to send us to jail for smoking it. Yes it’s
legal in california recreationally, but Peter
himself—being an intelligent diplomat—
would look at the financial ramifications
of it and who is getting the benefit. There
are people in Jamaica who put others in
jail for 18 months for one spliff and now
they running cannabis industries. It just
don’t sound right.

One of Bob’s album covers that stuck out
to me was your design for Survival.
That’s my most important album
cover because I was faced with certain
situations. Most of the time I collaborated
with Bob in creating the titles for the
albums. Survival was first called Black
Survival and I said to Bob “I don’t think
we should graphically write Black Survival
because we don’t want to alienate anyone.
Remember 70% of your audience in
America and Europe is white college kids.

What was it like working with Bob?
I love Bob. He’s my big brother and I
learned a lot from him. I learned how
to try to seek perfection. He was a
hard taskmaster and he never accepted
mediocrity. He didn’t accept words like “I
can’t do this.” Can’t is not in his dictionary.
You must find a way. So that impacted
me and my entire life. When one door is
closed many more is open. If I put out a
book of quotes of Bob lyrics that could be
a life saver for everybody.
You know what to do then!
Bob writes like how a true poet writes,
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in parables and things where you have
to think a little. Peter Tosh was a very
different writer in that way because Peter
kinda just called a spade a spade. He didn’t
mess around.
Tosh was a straight shooter?
Straight shooter! But they’re both freedom
fighters—Bob was just more poetic. You
had to read a likkle bit between the lines.
And I like that sometimes, because you
need to challenge people’s minds. You
can’t always spoon feed them—otherwise
they’re just following orders.
What about Bunny Wailer?
Bunny was the one I got close to first,
while he was doing the Blackheart Man
album. In fact that’s the first album I did
for any Wailer. He never had a car and I
had this little Hillman Hunter. I took him
to the studio every day to work on that
album, from Bull Bay down to Halfway
Tree where Aquarius studio was. Bunny
lived out on the beach in the bush. He
wasn’t part of what Peter would call the
“Shitstem” of living in the city. Bunny was
the most rootical one. Him plant his likkle
herb tree and plant him likkle vegetable.
With Bunny we used to do a lot of herb
runs. We would go to the country and go
buy herb and then we would have to be
careful coming in for fear that you might

get pulled over by police. But Bunny had
some scientific thing in a way, I remember
coming all the way from Ocho Rios, St
Ann’s visiting the top man for herb. Bunny
lived in Bull Bay so we going through
Harbor View and we see a roadblock and I
think we have maybe have half a pound or
a pound of herb. And I’m driving this little
Citroen that can’t go more than about 60
miles an hour. You can’t outrun nothing. We
call police “beast” so I said “Bunny, beast!”
And you know the road block—if you turn
around they gonna see you. So him just
say “Hold still roots, them cyant see we.
Just drive through the roadblock.” And I
believed him and I just drove through the
roadblock and they never waved us down. I
think what that kind of illustrated was just
positive energy, because negative energy
pull negative energy toward you.
So the secret is positive energy and good
herb?
[Laughs] I’ve been smoking since 13 and
I’m 68 now. I kinda look the same from
Bob time but just older. Life is a journey
that’s what you find out and you just got to
survive. They say the longest liver tells the
most, and i have a lot of stories.
Neville Garrick will be a guest speaker on
board this year’s cruise.
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PORT OF CALL:

OCHO
RIOS
PORT TIME: 8AM – 6PM

MAP/SCHEDULE
1

6

Jamaica’s second city is the epicenter of the island’s tourist industry, offering a wide
variety of bars, clubs and grand hotels. In 1831 MoBay was the site of the island’s last slave

include Jimmy Buffet’s Margaritaville, with its famous water slide. For true Jamaican food,
try Scotchie’s jerk center or the Pelican Grill. If you’re craving authentic Ital fare, head
straight to Millennium Victory on Barnett Street. Or you can spend the day on Doctor’s
Cave Beach sipping fresh coconut water in the sun. And always remember to support local
businesses and vendors.

PORT OF CALL:

FALMOUTH
PORT TIME: 7AM – 4PM
This former fishing village on Jamaica’s north coast is now a bustling city filled with
resorts. Located in the parish of St. Ann—the birthplace of Jamaican national hero Marcus
Garvey as well as Bob Marley, Burning Spear, Shabba Ranks, and Busy Signal—Ocho
Rios is surrounded by rainforests and rivers. The famous Dunn’s River Falls, a terraced
mountain waterfall with lagoon pools, attracts visitors by the busload. To beat the crowds,
take a drive to swim in the Blue Hole in Falmouth. You can shop, eat, or chill at Island
Village or visit Harmony Hall art gallery. The more adventurous can go white water
rafting or book an ATV tour. It’s a long drive to Bob Marley’s childhood home in the
village of Nine Mile, so make sure to leave early if you are making the journey. For more
information visit the Shore Excursions Desk on Deck 5 by Guest Relations.
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INDEPENDENCE OF THE SEAS

rebellion, led by national hero Samuel Sharpe. Brave souls may book a tour of Rose Hall, a
historic plantation home said to be haunted by the ghost of a “white witch.” Popular clubs

2
1

8

1

Courts (Deck 13)

2

Main Stage (Deck 11)

3

Promenade (Deck 5)

4

Star Lounge (Deck 5)

5

Studio B (Deck 3)

6

Royal Theater (Deck 3,4)

7

Library (Merch Store) (Deck 5)

8

Windjammer Café (Deck 11)

9

Next Cruise Services (Deck 5)
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GUEST
SPEAKER

ARTIST MEET
& GREET
DAY 2, DAY 5

NEVILLE GARRICK
DAY 2

Meet some of your favorite artists in
person at the meet & greet on our
days at sea! Bring a poster, a CD for an
autograph or snap a photo with some
of your favorite artists with your cell
phone. Our meet & greets have a capacity
limit due to performance schedules and
time sensitivity to the artists. Please be
respectful...and remember - you never
know who you will run in to after the
show or on your way to dinner!

WTJRC is proud to welcome Neville
Garrick aboard our fifth year anniversary
cruise! This year, guests will have a special
opportunity to join the talented, Jamaican
born, Los Angeles based artist for an
intimate discussion on his work and life as
art director, collaborator and close friend
to Bob Marley.
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GUEST
SPEAKER

CINDY BREAKSPEARE
DAY 5
WTJRC is pleased to announce that the
lovely Cindy Breakspeare will be joining
us for our 5th Year Anniversary cruise!!
Don’t miss Cindy as she shares her stories
from part of a series called the “Bob
Marley Lecture”.

JAMROCK
RADIO
JAMROCK RADIO, produced by the
award-winning Playmaker Group, and
instrumental in black music radio across
the world for over 25 years will host the
exclusive WTJRC onboard radio station.
Select DJ’s from Jamaica, New York, LA
and the UK amongst others will come
together to entertain cruisers on the high
seas! The station will host live broadcasts
and highlights from the main stage
performances, in addition to an “Up
Close & Personal” series with some of
the star artists performing on the ship.
Cruisers can tune in directly from the
privacy of their own room, around the
ship or live at the station..
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ALL WHITE
NIGHT

REP YOUR
COUNTRY
NIGHT

DAY 2

DAY 4

Bring your bright whites for a beautiful
Sunday evening to remember!

“Rep Your Country” night is back on the
#WTJRC and we want everyone to go big
for our fifth year anniversary!! The decks
will be packed with cruisers from over 40
different countries and this night will be
all about expressing the country that best
represents you!
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SOUND CLASH FOOTBALL
AT SEA
TOURNAMENT
DAY 4

DAY 2, DAY 5

SOUND CLASH AT SEA
ANNOUNCED!! This year, Tony
Matterhorn, Bass Odyssey, Renaissance
and Heavy Hammer all fight for the
champion title on this year’s WTJRC!!
Don’t miss this epic battle of beats.

Got skills? Sign up to compete in our
Second Annual WTJRC 2018 Football
Tournament held on our days at sea with
some of your favorite artists! Based on
availability participants who signed up
prior to cruising will receive an email
confirmation to join the team. This will be
spread over two days where the winning
teams will face off in the final game.
Whether playing or not come cheer on
your fellow cruisers and some of your
favorite artists to see who takes the W!
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DOMINO
KAMP KAMILA
KAMILA MCDONALD
TOURNAMENT WITH
DAY 2, DAY 5
DAY 2

Don’t miss Kamp Kamila aboard this
year’s cruise! Get ready to sweat on the
decks with this fitness favorite as she leads
guests through a custom workout curated
to your favorite reggae, dancehall and soca
beats. No sign-up necessary!

Get ready for the WTJRC Domino
Tournament! All tournament games will
be played in Jamaican cut throat style with
10 games of 4 players each. Scoring to be
based on first player to 6 with 10 winners
counted in total. Don’t get blocked! As
availability is limited,
participation will be limited to the first 40
individual players registered.
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YOGA

YOGA ON DUB

Join Universal Empress, Nadine McNeil,
for an inspiring yoga experience aboard
this year’s cruise. Classes will be held daily
and no sign-up necessary!

Join yogi Jah 9’s “Yoga on DUB” for
a very special, one-time experience
as part of our fifth year anniversary
celebration! Come together with your
fellow shipmates for a meditative roots
reggae event where African inspired
yoga meets live instrumental dub. “The
Dub Treatment” provides the soundtrack
for transformation which gives Jah9
the flexibility to move between yoga
instructions and singing. This organic
yoga party will be for all levels, from
beginner to advanced.

WITH JAH9
DAY 2

WITH NADINE MCNEIL
DAILY
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BOOK DRIVE

DAY 1, DAY 2

WTJRC is asking for your new or used
children’s book donations to benefit The
Jamaica Library Service (JLS) in Ocho
Rios. If all cruisers bring 1 book, we
would have over 3,000 books to donate!
Let’s make an impact. Drop off your
donations anytime Saturday or Sunday.

DOOR DECOR
CONTEST
DAY 1

MOVIES ON
WTJRC

For all you creative cruisers, the Door
Decorating Contest will commence Night
1, and we expect nothing but the best!
WTJRC judges will select 2 winners,
announced on our days at sea. The prize?
A special WTJRC Merch Pack and your
door featured on our Facebook page!
Ready, set….decorate!!

Don’t miss watching classic Jamaican films
nightly during the cruise. Check the daily
compass delivered to your cabin for movie
showtimes and details.This year, relax
in the Royal Theater and enjoy movies
like Dancehall Queen, Third World Cop,
Countryman, Sun Dogs and Africa Unite.

AFTER PARTY
THURSDAY DEC.6

DAY 1, DAY 3, DAY 4, DAY 5

Let’s keep the party going and end
our fifth year anniversary cruise with
the annual WTJRC post-party! When
booking your travel, make sure to stick
around Ft. Lauderdale for one more night
to join your fellow Jamrock cruisers and
favorite DJs at Rock Bar. This is a FREE
event!! 21+ to attend.
Tickets: FREE (21+)
Time: 10pm
Location: Rock Bar, 219 S Fort
Lauderdale Beach Blvd, Fort Lauderdale,
FL 33316

LIVE ART
AUCTION
Don’t miss your opportunity to take home
a beautiful, original painting by acclaimed
author and artist Abba Yahudah. Bids will
be accepted while painting takes place and
winner will be announced the last evening
of the cruise. All proceeds will benefit the
Jamaica Library Service, Ocho Rios.
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HEAVY ROTATION

Check these sounds from artists on this year’s Jamrock Cruise

COMING
2019
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CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

ACROSS

DOWN

3 GENERAL DEGREE “Yuh think it ah go
go suh when I hold you ______”

1 RED RAT “Like the queen of ______,
them crown you”

4 AIDONIA “Me catch it pon the ______”

2 SKATALITES “You keep on ______ in
and out girl”

6 JESSE ROYAL “Mi slew you like ______
with a stone from mi crown”

5 HORACE ANDY “So if you keep on doing what you all are doing You will end
up, up up in ______”

7 ELEPHANT MAN “Like a ______ gal a
so she go yippy yaddy yow!”

8 AGENT SASCO “Roll out smelling like
______ soap”

10 DAMIAN MARLEY “Trenchtown have a
______ growin’ up to be somebody”

9 ADMIRAL BAILEY “No bother come tell
me bout yuh ah no ______”

13 MYKAL ROSE “I appreciate the ______
you brought for me”

11 QUEEN IFRICA “When the roll is call up,
I’ll be ______ tall up”

18 KONSHENS “Every means of ______
she a try everything”

12 JULIAN MARLEY “When you least
expect, ______ arise”

20 ZIGGY MARLEY “We don’t need no
______ cause we’re in a better place

13 KEN BOOTHE “You sheltered me from
______”

21 JO MERSA “Right now yuh listening to
the young ______”

14 PINCHERS “Gimme me yam and
gimme me ______”

22 PAD ANTHONY “One one coco full up
my ______”

15 KABAKA PYRAMID “Based on the
scope of the ______ and how much
dem gathering intelligence”

23 DEXTA DAPS “Steel pan ah beat like
______”
24 JOHNNY OSBOURNE “I don’t want no
ice cream ______ that’s too cold for me”
25 CHRONIXX “We burning the ______ go
tell the youths”

17 JAH9 “Chalice a ______ from morning
to dark”

27 BUNNY GENERAL “Played by the
______ alone, inna any area”

19 STEPHEN “RAGGA” MARLEY “I got a
whole lot of names and a whole lot of
______ ”

30 THIRD WORLD “Now that I got it right
here in my ______”

26 TARRUS RILEY “I come to mash up the
place, nobody taking my ______”

31 JAH CURE “Now I sit and ______ on
how I stood alone, nothing to call my
own”

Test your musical knowledge as you
fill in the missing lyrics from songs
by artists on this cruise.

28 SHENSEEA “Me big bad and ______so
me beat me chest”

32 SPRAGGA BENZ “Me flex just ______”

29 BUCCANEER “Your shape no ______
away”

33 KY-MANI MARLEY “Just a ______ bit of
love over all”
34 LEROY SIBBLES “Every man has an
______ right to live and be free”
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16 BOUNTY KILLER “Riding west we get
anything we want, Natural water from
the ______ plant”
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W TJ R C H A L L O F FA M E
A RT I S T S :

ADMIRAL BAILEY
AGENT SASCO
AIDONIA
BARRINGTON LEVY
BEENIE MAN
BIG YOUTH
BLACK AM I
BOUNTY KILLER
BUCCANEER
BUNJI GARLIN
BUNNY GENERAL
BUSY SIGNAL
CAPLETON
CHAKA DEMUS &
PLIERS
CHAM
CHINO MCGREGOR
CHRISTOPHER ELLIS
CHRONIXX
COCOA TEA
COLLIE BUDDZ
DAMIAN MARLEY

DEXTA DAPS
ELEPHANT MAN
ETANA
FAYANN LYONS
FREDDIE MCGREGOR
GENERAL DEGREE
HALF PINT
HORACE ANDY
IBA MAHR
INNER CIRCLE
J BOOG
JAH CURE
JAH9
JESSE ROYAL
JO MERSA MARLEY
JOHNNY OSBOURNE
JULIAN MARLEY
JUNIOR REID
KABAKA PYRAMID
KEN BOOTHE
KONSHENS
KY-MANI MARLEY

LEROY SIBBLES
LUCIANO
MARCIA GRIFFITHS
MAVADO
MAXI PRIEST
MORGAN HERITAGE
MR VEGAS
MYKAL ROSE
PAD ANTHONY
PINCHERS
POPCAAN
PRESSURE
PROTOJE
QUEEN IFRICA
RAGING FYAH
RED RAT
RICHIE SPICE
ROMAIN VIRGO
SANCHEZ
SEAN PAUL
SHAGGY
SHENSEEA

SHINEHEAD
SIZZLA
THE SKATALITES
SLY & ROBBIE
SPICE
SPRAGGA BENZ
STEEL PULSE
STEPHEN MARLEY
STEPHEN MCGREGOR
SUPER CAT
T.O.K
TANTO METRO &
DEVONTE
TANYA STEPHENS
TARRUS RILEY
THIRD WORLD
TOOTS & THE MAYTALS
WAILING SOULS
WAYNE MARSHALL
ZIGGY MARLEY
ZINCFENCE
REDEMPTION

MAX GLAZER
MUTABARUKA
NIKKI Z
NOTORIOUS V.O.G &
JKOOL
RAS KWAME
RASARELLA
RON MUSCHETTE
RORYSTONELOVE
SEANI B
SHORTKUT
SPEX DA BOSS
STEELIE BASHMENT

TONY MATTERHORN
WESTAFA
YAADCORE
ZJ LIQUID

KING JAMMY’$
KING TURBO
KINGSTON 12
METRO MEDIA
MIGHTY CROWN
RENAISSANCE DISCO
SAXON SOUND (FEAT.

DJS:

BAMBINO
BIG A
BOSS HARMONY
COLLIN HINES
DAVID RODIGAN
DJ GRINGO
DJ MADOUT
DJ NORIE
DJ ROY
DJ WAYNE
FOOTA HYPE
J ROCC
KURT RILEY

SOUNDS:

BASS ODYSSEY
BLACK SCORPIO
BODYGUARD
DOWNBEAT THE
RULER
HEAVY HAMMER
JACK SCORPIO

GIVE THANKS
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TIPPA IRIE, PAPA LEVI,
MUSCLEHEAD & MIKEY BOOPS)

STONE LOVE
MOVEMENTS
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WELCOMETOJAMROCKREGGAECRUISE.COM
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